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E. N. CARVER,

Vol.V.

EDITOR

& PROP'R.

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, JAN. 20, 1887.

:-An increase of pension has been granted to James S. Widbur of Dixfield.

wood was gone and whi€king up the cover
took out one of the sticks.
She growled
about his costing her $4 a day to keep,and
once when the old gentleman's
feet were
cold and a neighbor,
calling there, mentioned the fact and asked for some flannel
she didn't move, and that being again
Oysters every Friday night at H. H. asked she went up stairs, brought down an
Burbank's.
-old shirt,· flung it at the visitor, and said:
-The ladies' social circle met last Thurs- 'There! you can have that if you want it!'
day at Mr. J. S. Mendall's.
A large num- Mean!
Well, I should say so.
She
wouldn't let 'em keep the old gentleman's
ber were present, and were entertained by body in the house over the second night
recitations
by Miss Esther Moore, Miss becaus~she would ha,·e to hire some one

-Simon
M. Coolidge
was drawn as
Traverse Juror for Canton on Tuesday.
-Bridgham
& Johnson have out a groery team with a carriage lettered in nobby
tyle.
-Miss Maud Soule, employed
in the
New England Hospital, is visiting friends
n town.

Nellie Parsons and Miss Ethel Hayford.
singing, and other exercises.
IO lbs. Rice for 50 cts. at H. H. Burbank's.
-Lowell
& Lowell, the well-known
Lewiston firm, have an ad. in this issue.
They will sell their stock, consisting of
New-markets, wraps, jackets, plush cloaks,

VILLAGE & VICINITY.
-Mrs. E. P. Wing, formerly of Canton,
died at Augusta, Jan. 13th.
Mr. Sharon Robinst>n of East Sumner,
was in town last Thursday;
-Mr. I. B. Fuller is suffering
heumatism, quite severely lately.

-The

Salvation

Army

held

from

meetings

at the Baptist church through
Saturday
d
nd ay.
'l1n Su
-The editor goes to Augusta Thursday,
to attend the annual meeting of the Maine
Press Association.
-Joh~ C. Swasey started for Montreal
Monday, to visit friends and
remain
hrough the carnival.
-Dr.
J.B. Robinson,
of New York,
ormerly of Sumner, was visiting at Mrs.
. B. Fuller's last week.
-Wm.
Harper and wife are in Canton
on a short visit, having been in Massachuetts for nearly two years.
1
-Look out for the great weight of snow
on the roofs of buildings.
Some are takng the precaution to shovel it off.
-Several
dramatic entertainments
are
n course of preparation, and will soon be
put upon the stage in Canton by local talent.
-The concert given out for last Su nd ay_
evening at the Baptist church, was po•tponed until next Sunday evening
at 6
o'clock, P. M.
-C.J.1\fitchell,a
Canton boy in Beverly,
Mass., has entered into the grocery business with a partner, under the firm name
of Hatch & Mitchell.
-Mr. C. H. Gilbert was at home Friday night, but returned to Augusta Saturday morning.
We learn that his little
boy, Bertie, has been dangerously
ill at
Augusta.
-Mr.
Fred Glines is at home from
'ortland for a few days. He is pleased
dth the treatment
received at Portland
Business College.
Fred has been entrustd with the charge of a writing class one
vening in each week.
-Mr. Peter T. Hathaway, one of Canton's oldest residents,
is in very poor
health.
He went to Auburn
to spend
Christmas with his son and was taken sick
here, hut so far recovered as to be able to
come home, but is not able to sit up much
·et. Ile is about 83 years old.
-The Minneapolis Tribune
came· out
with its annual edition of 36 large pages,
aiving statistics and facts concerning the
wonderful progress in that growing city
of the Northwest.
It is a significant fact
hat Maine money, muscle and brain conribute largely to this achievement,
as
veil a:; the,success of the Tribune itself.
-Mr.
J. J. Towle .of South Carthage,
ias invented an adjustable extension saw
handle, to which the saw can be quickly
and firmly attached
or detached.
He
claims it to be the best article in the
world for pruning trees. If it wasn·t, he
certainly

would

ir.vent

was.
A new lot of 5 and
5 ct. store.
-See ad. elsewhere

10

something

that

ct. goods at Boston

of Hebron

my. The Sprin;; Term will open
day, Feb. 1st, under the old board
structors.
The substantial growth
number of students at the Academy

AcadeTuesof inin the
in the

past few terms,the
enthusiasm and ear11estness in their work, has aroused the
interest of the Trusrees and friends of
the Academy to that point that already
great things have been done and more is
in process of doing, for
the complete
equipment of the Academy, both in buildings aud instrnction for satisfying every
demand its students
may make upon it.
Though the subscription
book has been
opened only since early in Dec., yet the
subscriptions for new and needed buildings have already reached the sum oi$24,ooo.

-Heavy
snows during the past week
have blocked the roads and impeded travel in many places.
Our trains have been
late several times, but mostly owing to
delays on the Grand Trunk.

fur trimmings and muffs, at very low prices, at the' &tore of Miss Abbie C. Bicknell,
on Thursday, Jan. 20 , and continue
for
one week only.
Ten IO qt. pans for $r.oo at Boston
ct.
5
store.
-PETERSON'S MAGAZINE for February is
a ve1·y brilliant number, with a fine steelengraving, "On Guard," that, we predict,
will be popular with everybody.
There is
also a beautiful double-sized colored fashion-plate; then a superb colored pattern
for a screen, a Japanese design of a stork,
etc., etc.; and after that, some fift) other
engravings.
Lucy H. Hooper furnishes
an illustrated story, "St. Valentine's Eve,"
which is charmingly
told, with just the
least touch of humor.
''The Duke's Heir"
is continued, and grows intensely interesting. Mrs. Ann S. S t ephens, Frank Lee
Benedict, and others also centribute.
We
muS t not for~et a powerful st ory by Miss
M'Clelland, a new: contributor, the author
of that remarkable
novel, "Oblivion."
"Peterson" seems to be always on the lookout for the new writers ot mark.
Hence,
we are not surprised at its large circulation. The wonder is that it is not even
larger.
E"ery family of refinement, we
should think, would have this magazine
on its table. The price, real merit considered, is astonishingly
low-only Two Doilats a year-.vith great deductions to clubs.
Address CHARLES J. PETERSON, 3o6 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.

~~;;~~'~/;\~~/~~~ft~ s~f~ :~a;tt:!et~ao!
with the corpse hu·ng up over night in
Rumford in a barn.
Slightly snug, you
see!"

Buckfield.
Buckfield seems to have an unusual
amount of sickness this winter.
It is
usually considered a very healthy place,especially by the doctors.
Nathan Morrill and Gilbert Barrett are
considered near the end.
Geo. Holland and wife are sick.
A. A. Farrar is improving.
Mrs: Silas Mitchell is reported on the
sick list.
We have six resident doctors in the village, and ifit don't go hard with some of
the patients I shall think there is no virtue
in drugs.
Our spiritual "elfare has been well looked after, as well as the physical.
We have
had a series of meetings at the Mt>thodist
house conducted by a so-called evangelist.
Later on )Ve had two of the Salvation Army to hold forth two evenings.
They left
to return a_gain with re-inforcements.
Bu.:kfield seems to be a hard place to move
upon, the people having been quite badly
sold on more than one occasion by strangers coming to look after the welfare of
the people.
A large owl, with no regard for the' Sabbath, came in contact with the muzzle of
Bert Tilton's gun on the 16th inst.
Geo. Long has closed out his meat shop.

T.

Canton

Point.

James Newman of Dixfield, a former
resident of this place, is visiting friends in
our' neighborhood.
Mr. N. is quite deaf,
but in fair health for one of his age, being
in his 82d year.
Harry Ryder will soon commence house15 lbs. Standard
Granulated,
19 lbs.
Good Brown, or 17 lbs. White Coffee Su- keeping with his mother and sister, in Mr.
G. W. Treat's house.
Harry works for
gar for $1.00 at H. H. Burbank's.
Mr. Thayer.
His mother and sister are in
New Gloucester at present.
Mrs. Sally Flagg is the only inmate at
our alms-house.
She is 75 years old, enAndover.
joys very good health, and is very indusIsaac Harper met with an accident while trious and assists in the house work.
chopping in the woods for the Poor Bros.
Tuesday, Dr. Stanwood was called to
A tree .vhich he was trying to fall sudden- visit Mrs. vVm. Treat, who he found in a
ly swayed and came crashing down,knockserious condition.
She has very seldom,
ing him over on to a stump, inflicting se- in a long life, had occasion for the services
vere injuries.
When the doctor examined
of a p\iysician.
H.
his injuries, it was found he had one rib
Canton Mt.
cracked.
T. Andrews is hauling dry wood to No,
The ladies. of the Cong'! Rociety met
with their pastor's 'wife, Mrs. Gilma'l Rice, Jay, to be shipped by rail.
Willard Paine is hauling spruce to Livon last Thun,day evening.
The steam mill which is nm by R. A. ermore Falls for the pulp mill.
R. Bryant, of No. Jay, is at work Oil
Grover is running on full time.
On account of the Severe storm, the ly- Charles Gray's lot, getting- out lumber for
a
hou•e
which he intends to build in the
ceum which was to take place'last
Friday
near future.
at the new school house was postponed
J. D. Bryant, who by the way is quite a
until l'uesday next.
"nimrod," recently shot an owl that meas• The severe storm on Friday prevented
ured 3 ft. IO inches from tip to tip. Jud
the mail from reaching us.
owl.
A number of teams are hauling brick says he is a "hoosher"-the
Mrs. Abigail Blackwell, widow of the
from Bean's Corner for Mr. Suter's new
late Leonard Blackwell, for many years a
building, which is to be erected next spring.
We clip the following frnm the Lewiston resident of this town, and a pensioner of
':fo,t1·nal ,_
the late war, is spending the winter with
"Snug! well just a trifle!" said the Lew- her daughter, Mrs. Thaddeus Andrews.
iston man. "I thought I'd seen and heard
S. M. Coolidge has bought of Jeptha
of snug folks, but this beats me. It was Coolidge of Jay, a fine yearling colt by
up in A-.
I'm just down from there.
"Gold bird," dam said to be of Hambleto1
tt~e~-lt~, ~~;!t~/
i~fne~isedot~~~~rth~!~: nian blood.
weeks. ·He had a shock, they said. He
G. E. Small has improve"d the looks of
was a qu;et old fellow. Had been to sea. his house by putting in new four lighted
Had made monev and his wife had saved
N. H. C.
it for him. They say that they didn't use windows.
to burn over three feet of wood in a year.
A fact! The old gentleman used te hang
DIXFIELD.
around in the stores and his wife used to
Trotting horses in our streets has of late
run th e house and she run it without any been the amusement of the day, and the
:~~~t ';~~td~~~~iJi,~'.t Y~~e ~::ldmi~~~~!
topic of conversation in the evening.
We
up in shawls.
I'm detailing gossip, but it have had three tracks the length of Main
is on pretty good authority and they do street, until the late big storm blockaded
say th at after th e old man was st ricken them all, and stopped the fun for the preswith paralysis, the old lady said that it
was just foolish to be feediqg him. 'I ent. T. Houston has a very fine stepper
don't believe in feeding dead men,' said that promises fair to bring a good p·rice in
she, and whenever the neighbors lugg-ed the near future.
H. Holt has another that
in any f?t~?she gru~~!et
'f~e{, l~ay th at quite often takes the lead. J. P. Edmonds
1
~,~as~i~~s
t~e es;ove :n~wth~~ has one that needs some training yet, and
0
1
I she came down stairs and saw that the IJoe is just the man to do that. W. W.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

~f~ ;\n

Subscription,$:,50 Per Year.
$1.25if Paid in Advance.

Smith drives another.
He sometimes gets
left, and as he pa,ses us in the street he inquires if the others have gone along.
Owing to poer health, Mr. Burnham has
sold his stock and trade of coffins to \V. F.
Putnam.
Our village shoe maker, N. M. Cox, has
moved into Mr. Burnham's shop where he
will continue to work at his trade.
W. F. Putnam has moved into the Thomas J. Cox house.
It will be remembered
that a short time ago Mr. Putnam sold his
stand on Weld St. to Ezra Staples of Carthage.
Mr. Staples has moved here and
taken possession.
Mr. Putnam intends to
build him another house on Weld St. next
summer.
Our kind and genial postmaster,
Mr. J.
P. Johnston, has sold his stock of cigars
to Geo. Brown, and placed in their stead a
stock of all kinds of school books used in
our schools throughout the town.
Hon. Geo. S. Holman presented
his
daughter Etta with a very nice Christmas
present of a gold watch and chain.
Etta
is now attending the State Normal school
at Farmington.
W. Kidder and L. H. Humphrey have
taken the job to put in all the ice in the
village.
About nine inches of snow fell here Friday.
A. B. C.
The reports of big calves calls for report
from this way. Densmore Marble's calves,
just nine months old, measure a little better than five feet each. The others reported are ten months old and over, yet measure but a little more than Mr. Marble's.
The storm of Friday was hard to be out
in. The North Jay stage did not get
through to Dixfield on that day. Nearly
one foot of snow fell besides being ;,ery
cold.
Alma Marble's school closed on Friday,
but the good time and discussion in the
evening did not come off; will wait for a
fair night.
Road-breaking,
with tending fires and
barn chores keep all hands busy at this
time of writing.
L. L.

East Sumner.
"Aunt Lydia Butterfield,'' a well known
and much esteemed lady, arrived safely in
Laramie City on the 13th tilt. after a journey of five daJS and four nights from Boston. She has removed thither to reside
with her son, A. W. Bartlett, who has
been i,1 Wyoming Ter. for so1ne time. It
was quite an undertaking
for a lady So
years of age. She was a sister of Ervin
Robinson's first wife, and has buried three
husbands, neither of which was she able
to be with at the time of their decease.
Your correspondent
"interviewed"
recently Mrs. Laura F. Fogg the efficient
and well known teacher and school supervisor in Hartford.
From her we learn
that during the year past she has taught
47 weeks out of 52, and at the same time
has had charge of and visited 14 schools.
She is now teaching her 49th term, and is
yet a young lady in appearance and good
for years of successfpl labor in the schoolroom.
She says that she desi1·es to teach
one more term than Master Wm. Bicknell
who taught 55 terms.
C. D. Small shipped a carload of steers,
mostly two years old, from Sumner station
on Friday.
Ten head were purchased
of
L. L. Gardiner, four head of James Glover,
four h'ead of Jack Russell, two head of
Cushing Ford.
Twenty-two
head in all
were put in the car and shipped to Cornish, Me.
Ezra Keene has returned from a visit to
his children in Boston and vicinity.and
is
now preparing to build a new house next
summer.
Saturday was the first time for the season that all the teams were out breaking
out roads.
On the hills it was drifted quite
badly.
A very tat! and handy '!Gate" may be
seen at this place any day. For patent
right to use, apply to the "Central House,"
E. Suwner.
•
We learn that two or more of the Salvation Army are to hold meetings at East
Sumner, on Friday and Saturday evenings
of this
tunity
and it
cordial

week. This will afford
to our citizens to see and
is hoped that they may
welcome.
All invited.

an opporhear them
receive a
Seats free.
SLOCUM.

One,Three,FiveandTenGal.Oi!Cans
at 1-1.H. Burbank's.

No.3.

East Hebron.
The donation party I mentioned
last
week was a success.
About 2 o'clock P.
M., Thursday,
the people began to gather
at the home of the Rev. C. T. Keen, and
continued to gather until 7 P. M. When
all had arrived there were about sixty in
number, bringing in substantial evidences
of their respect for tpeir pastor in the
shape of potatoes, beef, pork, beans and
other valuables to the amonnt of ten dollars, and a purse of specie (mostly)
of
$17.50; after which Mr. Keen made some
remarks thankin/them
for their kindness
to him and his family.
Then prayer .was
offered, and some began to go home, but
the young people staid longer and enjoyed
a good social time.
Dea. Wm. Brown slipped on the ice and
broke his thigh and hip. Dr. Charles
Bridgham set the limb which appears tv
be doing well at this writing.
Last Thursday, Asa Keene's wife while
getting ready to go to the donation, went
to the door and slipped on the ice spraining her wrist very badly.
Thursday night and all day Friday was
a terrific snow storm and blow, filling the
roads completely in some places, but Saturday S. H. Keen and son, and N. L. Keen,
turned out with six French horses and one
yoke of Herefords and a crew to shovel
and made the roads passable in this district.
One will find the people here alive,
whether it be at a donation for their pastor or breaking roads after a snew storm.
Nathaniel Merrill is better.
Henry Berry is also better and was in his place in
church Sunday.
K.

°

Livermore.

. 34 at the hotel Sunday morning.
Died at So. Livermore, Dec. 5, ult.,, Mr.
Alfred L. Riggs, aged 67 years.
He had
been a great sufferer for six weeks, but was
wonderfully sustained by divine grace. He
was buried Sunday noon from the Baptist
church, No. Turner
Bridge.
Services
were conducted by Rev. M. K. Mabry. The
funeral was largely attended by the citizens
of Livermore, Turner and Leeds.
A goo_d
man has gone.
Mrs. John Doe is quite sick.
Mr. Hilton and wife are about the house
again.
Butter factory was finally located at Brettun 's. A new building is to bebuilt,ready
for the season.
$1,500 has been sec\red.
Charles Coolidge and wife are at home
again from their visit.
Three Reading clubs in town.
History
of U. S. and Maine are being read.
M.

Weld.
Gustavus Holman has let his saw mill
to Chas. Turner for one year.
The storm of Friday was the most severe
of the season.
The mail did not get in until Saturday night about IO o'clock.
Geo. Towle, of Canton:is teaching dancing school at Dummer's
hall. There was
a full school Saturday night in spite of the
storm.
Horse trotting on the pond seems to be
the topic of the day.
E.
Ayer's Hair Vigor improves the beauty
of the hair and promotes its growth.
It
prevents the accumulation
of dandruff,
cleanses the scalp, and restores a natural
color to gray hair.
Have you received
Ayer's Almanac for the new year?

Born.
Wilton-Jan.
8, to the wife of Mr. Frank
Hiscock, a daughter.

.JU:a:rried.
Livermore-Jan.
17, by Rev. M. K. Mabry, Mr. Caleb E. Mendall aud Miss Clara
S. Tyler, both of Hartford.
'
Whitinsville, Mass.,-Dec.
18, Mr. Geo.
M. Brown of Whitinsville and Miss Ella
A. Winslow of East Dixfield, Me.
Wilton-by
Rev. J. D. Furne!,
Mr.
Leavitt N. Masterman
and Miss Lillian
Yetten, both of Weld.

Died.
So. I.:ivermore-Dec.
Riggs, aged 67 years.
20 long handled
Boston 5 ct. store.

5, Mr.

Dippers

Alfred S.

for $1.00 at

■•-------------1

FLOWERS

~:c~;rt1t~.;;t~:

Pillows, etc. Flowers preserved. i'have mad
1
w,:r'lft~~;:;;~~t1~;o~t~·~
ders for the above. Prices low; New designs.
Order of
1y7

0.':'~o
;,~k~a;;

C. 0. HOLT,

CANTON.

'THETELEPHONE,
1'VJU.;ISIDl:DTHUB8DAD, U

CANTON.OXFORDCO., ME.
•. w. Cllll'E.S. lWlor aat Proprteler.
General Miles says that we have in this
country material for the finest light cav.
alry in the world.
In the event of a war
we could recruit upon the plains 50,000
<:owboys, who would make, with very
little
drill, matchless
cavalrymen,
far
superior to the Cossacks in the Russian
service.
During the season of 1886 the United
States Fish Commission has distributed
over 90,000,000 young shad in the various streams anil waters of t.he country,
at an expense of less than $20,000.
As
less than 6,000,000 shad are taken for
the market in a season, fifteen yotrng fish
are put into the water for every old one
.-emove<l.

.ltecompense.
gold for Christ, the silver for Christ, the
jewels for Christ. Our great round, beau- Every s!!:nme:-time, when roses fado,
tiful world like a solta.ire set on the bosom
:F~&,.,,me more rose.
of Christ. All His, and He is worthy. Every autumn, when the dead loaves fa!I,
But the second Christmas
pre,ent was
One more leaf goe ,,
the myrrh. Why the myrrh? The cattle
snuffed it, but did not eat it.
~t
was too bitter. Why the myrrh! Why this One more bird flios with the flying :vc~.1·
Fleet-winged and strong0
0
~~
!~fYr~sc~!~iz1! !~!rra~~
t:':i~rstr
b~tt~~~~~iaB~[f:r1:t~~f~f Leaves another empty nes", wh~re brood:;
the mother of cbemistry 1 And you do not betrayal, bitterness of persecution, bitterness
But echoiug-song.
despise the mother oecause you admire the of days of suffering and nights of anguish.
child. Why these astrologers spent their Myrrh. That is what they put into His cup But each frost timo, when tbe heaven's arch

·, to IJhrist. The .tl!ble says tM wise men ot
the East. • We call them the magi, the astrologers, the alchemists, and we pronounce
their names with a depreciating accentuation Do you know who they were! They
SUN- were the mo3t splendid and magnificent men
of the centw·y. They knew all that was
known. Do you not recognize the fact that

REV.DR.TALMAGE.
T-BE ·BROCH-LYN• DIVINE'S
DAY-SB&MON.
!Subject

01'

Discourse:
"A Decembe11
Christ."

TEXT:
"When they had heard the K-ing
they departed; and l.o, the star, which the?J
saw in the east, went bef01·e th111n,till i!

stood over where the young child was. ''-St.
Mathew, iL 9.
At this season all Christendom celebrate!,
the incarnation.
Step down out of the com•
fortable surroundings in which you are into
a chill December nigl!!t in Bethlehem. Two
plain people hoteled in a village barn after a
walk of eighty miles, too long for one in
poor health. .No lords elf state waiting in an
ante-, hamber as at the birth of other kings,
no me,senger mounted at the doorway ready
t<?he,rald the advent from city to city, no
kmdly medical attendance, no satin ,lined
cradle to receive the infantile guest, but a
monarch born in a ho,telry C"alledthe House
of --, the night with diamonded finger
pointing to the place, the Door of Heaven
swtmg wide open to look out, from orchestral
baton dripping overture3 ot' the Messiah,
minstrels of God standing on the lowest doorstep of Heaven to announce glot'y and good
will. Soon after the white bearded astrologers
kneel and from leathern pouch chink the

~~t°~1:i!e:n/~

}~"r~
~l~~t;J;~to;~th!:r:J;~~~e~::[:rJ:ci

the procession of the equinox and calculated
the orbit and return of the comets. Prof es•
sor Smith says he thinks they understood the
<listance between the sun and the earth. You
0

~~!id
~0°;!?'utt::t~tt~~·~~

,i~~:~r

fhe"':~~

fu~e!o~::,~~-![~~cY"in :!~~~ouI~!t
citied Christ. Myrrh. Aye, says the psalmist,
"all thy garments smell of myrrh." Oh the
heighth, the depth, the length, the brea~th
of a Saviour's sorrow. No wonder tho wise

~!;\~~If;~t!r

d?ttYs

%Y~t~h~?i:~ghrutTt~-;r~h:~

~~:

~~!fathkn':~ft a~'t:o~~t fta}e~:! J~~~~~d; {h~~a\~::::i~
covery, or within a few centuries, that the It floated out to the furthest room, where
world is round. Isaiah knew it. He says of the hostler and the camel drivers were
God: "He sitteth on tbe circle of the earth:"
placed, and it floated out into the open
After the world has progressed in study hun- air, and people passing hy that night won•
dreds ot' yeara it may get up to the poiut dered and said, who conldhave broken a box
where the ancients began to forget. I believe of alabaster at that place by accident! Frank•
that the lost arts may be as great as the liv- incense. That was what they put on the cening arts. How was it with thObe alchemists! sers in the ancient temple and burned it,
Why,theyspenttheir
lives in the study of Frankincense. Thatmeansworship..Frankmetals and gases and solids and liquids, and cense. Th11tis what we shake out from our
they filled whole libraries with thefr discov- souls this day until the nostrils of Christ
eries. '.l'hey understood embalmment as no once crimsoned with the hemorrhage of the
men in onr time understand embalmruent.
cross are filled with the perfume of a world's
And they were very wise men. '.l'hey were adoration.
Frankincense.
That is to fill all
not only amoni;t wise men, but they were the the homes and all the churches and all the
three wisest men. Caspar, a young man; nations- and all the worlds.
From deepest
Balthazar. a man of middle aze. and cellar of stalactite cave clear up to the silver
Melchior, an octogenarian.
The three rafters of the sunlit dome. J!'rankincense.
wisest men of all the
century
at Put it m the song, and the sermon, and the

t~:J:::~f~~f;

~~~rtlii~~!;~h!

l \t!~

!~!f

'~h~t
ttJ~~ ~~ti\;~t~~!

=======~

w~h~

1~

=~-

!~~ri;

!!l

Ch~{~t',

gloo!l7

Sometime all the roses will be gone.

The le:ives, all dead,
!~:l~~~lt;~~e:~rft~~C:;'S:~~
Fill the paths with heaps of ru,ty

~~ef~:~kfn"c~J!i~ui~::i~k
i:t~l:e tt~!af:
of myrrh. '.l'he loosened star, the escaped
doxology of celestials,
Our world, a lost
star, and another star rushing down the sky
0
~;n
ce~~ur~ a~e ~~;';;ti;!~
h~~~:ht it:raN~i~~e~1S:~ th~ p;t ~tdd~w~~
It is intended
to construct a large that night to beckon it home again. All
But do you know
that scene will yet make all nations keep Who was the grea-t:est metaphysician of the Ieet of Christ.
tower in London i::J.commemoration
of Christmas. 1-fow, are there not some new America1 Jonathan Edwards, the-Christian. , how
these
censets
were
employed,
lessons coming from this old story! Lessons Who was the greatest astronomer of the and
how
.the
f1ankmcense
was
the Jubilee
year of Queen Victoria's
not l:ackneyed by oft repeated! Oh, yes. world?
Herschel, the Christian. Who was burned! Here is a metal pan, and here is the
reign.
The tower is to be 440 ,feet high
Notice, first of all, it was a sidereal appear<St~isW<;[~_d
1moe;~~t!~i:~
fsa~fl~j bti~1hA~~;; ~~l~~d. o!~~e 1oe~lf rti~
11.tthe extreme
top, from which may be ance. -Lo, the star went before them. Why
not a black cloud in the shape of a hand or a mightiest treat1ses on Jaw that have ev-.., put a perforated cover .. The frankincense is
~een eight or nine counties. It will over- finger pointing down to the saared birth-· been written! Blackstone, the Christian. Why broug_ht to th~ temple ma square. box. The
The is it that in every college and university
franlnncensA Is' taken out and sprrnkled ov~r
look every other structure yet built in place1 Oh, a cloud means trouble.
world had had trouble enough. ·why not a
11
th
Landen.
It is proposed to erect this lihaft of JightQing quivering in the sky and ebrreha;he
a .:!:pel~enit
i:w eat
;~11ci::s·a;
~:l~~;?rfh~be~~~;~
str1kmg;
down
to
the
sacred
birthpla~e!
manger.
Come,. now, let ns have it of the service. '~hen they are all ready
structure
at the top of Oxford street,
Lightomg means destruction-writhing,
all- settled in ounces and in inches. People say all the covei:s are lifted from !lll,the ?ensers
where the ground lies high.
consummg destruction, and the world had tbat the men who believe in Christianity are and the ancient temple WllS filled w1th the
bad destruction enough. It was a star.
small-brained men. Let us find the largest perfume. I~ floated up amid the arches, it
'J.bat means joy, that means good cheer, that
brain ever known in America. By post mor- droppe~ anud t?e altars. On the top of the
On the 27th of next June the Gate means hor,e, that means ascendancy.
A ,m examination distinguished men have ~~:le lnr:
1
ft a i;ot~~i~
iheh~t;ini:~
City Guard, of .Atlanta, Ga., accom- star! That means creative power. for <lid
not the morning stars sing together wheq ·-aen measured and their intellectual capacity censers. Herc, is the censer of earhtly frankpanied by a number of their Southern
'..!as
been
calculated,
and
the
size
of
the
brain
incense
and
here
is the censer of heavenly
the portfolio of worlds was opened! A star!
friends and acquaintances,
will leave Tbac means defence, for did not the stars in ans been found out. Let us find the largest frankincense. First of all, the censer of earthever known in America,
and ly franl,incense.
Come, people of God, and
theit· course fight agaiu~t Sisera and for the brain
Atlanta, and on the 2d of July embark
find
out
theµ
what
that
brain put on it your thanks-thanks·
for the merLord's people/ A star! That means brilliant
of Christ.
w·e have found cies of the past year, thanks for the mercies
for Europe on board one of the .Antwerp continuance, for are not the righteous to shine thought
mercies, family
as the stars forever and ever! Day-star on it. It is the brain weighing some sixty- of all the years-individual
steamers, of the Red Star Lioe, sailing
Bring on more
high. Morning star ot the Redeemer. That three ounces. What did that man in his mercies, national mercies.
lifetime think of Christi In his dying mo• censers. Then let the perfume float uv to
unusual appearance in the sky that night
from New York.
The Gate City Guard
may have been a strange conjunction of ment he said: "Lord. I believe; help Thou th" ~rnne or God. Alleluia, alleluia. Amen!
is said to be the crack military battalion
mine unbelief. Almighty God, whatever I '.Jut here is the other censer-the
censer of
worlds. You know astronomers calculated
Let all the reof the South, and the principal object of long years before it occurred the transit of do, accept me at the last for Christ's sake. Heavenly frankincense.
Venus, and thev can sea a thousands years
the voyage is for recreation and sight- ahead and can tr.ll yo\1 what will ba the con- i~~i~l~!ts~~llb~~~d
j~r ~~u~l~~~~:" ~~ ~!etiii:
ttil' tt:n~t!~t~t
juu<:tion of wurlds in tha year l\J8(i, and so the mighty men of the East are followed by theirs, let the seraphim bring theirs. let the
seeing in the various citie3 of Europe,
one hundred and forty and four thousand
they can calculate backward, and Ch1istian the mighty men of the West.
after which the Guard will return home, astronomers go into a calculation and they
!~e:i,:;;~~;~~
~~~t~i~
expectmg to reach .Atlanta by the 1st of find that in what we call the year one there. th~( ilu~:~\h~~I~ri:;~s:!s~!
was a strange appeai·ance in the Heavens; signed for the nativity of His Son. Had it them· before the throne of God and the
1
September.
and the infidel, rejecting the Bible and de- been the month of May, that is the season of Lamb, and then I clash them together in one
spising Christianity, he goes into the same blossoms: had it heAn tb,,. montb. of JunQ. great alleluia unto him to whom the wise
Is the season ot roses; had it buet I tht men of the· East brought thoir v.old and
Although
not yet out of the experi- calculii.!;ion; and he is compelled to declare that
that in the year one there was a strange ap- month of July, that is the season of grea1 myrrh and frankincense when the· star that
mental stage, electric street railways are pearance iu the HPa veus. The Chinese record,
harvests; had it been the month of Septem• they saw in the East went before to.em.
made up, of course, entire1y independent of ber, that is the seasoned of ripened orchards;
rapidly gaining ground in public favor.
the Word of God, declares that in what we had it bee~ the month of October, that ii WELCOME AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Chicag:>, Baltimore,
Philadelphia,
Min- call the year one, there was a strange appearthe season of upholstered forests.; but it was
Holds
Ilel' J,'lrot Morn•
in the
Heavens.
That, a(ter December, when all the ilowe.rs outdoors are ltirs, ClevelRnd
neapolis, Toronto and other· cities al- ance
in&rl.teceptiou.
dead and all the crops that have not been
all, it may
have been a meteoric
ready have electric street railways in suc- appearance, ·such as you and I have gathered are perished, -an<i' there are no
Mrs. Cleveland had her first morning reripening fruits on the hill, and the leaves
cessful and profitable operation.
.A.bout sometimes witne,.sed, I stcod on the plain are
driven over the baro earth. In the ception .Jan. 4, from 12 to 1, and about 2:J'J
I saw in the western heavens, some
a dozen new roads are in course of con- and
closing days of December, to show that this callers paid their respects during that time,
years ago. a meteor flash with such brillianstruction, and a score or two more are cy and pracision that I tbought then that if ~l~r~ftf~o~~t'Jli!s~n f~~a;~o~£!8~~d~0: if:1?k Mrs. Folsom aided her, and both sustained
I had been on a hill as high as that of Bethleimpression
they
have
projected.
Montgomery,
.A.la., will be hem I could have calcubted within a tow skies, for people with the thermometer be- the charming
made
by
their
cordial
kw zero, for people snowed under. Christ previously
the first city in the world to have a comand
engaging
manners.
Mrs.
Cleveheard
in
His
memory
the
wind
whistling
b~i~~;;~~y p~fcio:!e~~J\na~g:~:itistu
ii~~
plete electric street railway system.
In ·seum there are fragments of rock that have around the Bethlehem caravans.'l.ry. 'and He land r~ceived in the gr3en parlor,
through wh ch the sun! ght streamej.
A
New York it is expected that a new and been hurled otr from meteors as they went is in 8ympat-hy with those who in their pov- ~rackling wood fire burned on the hearth,
trailing their glory on the sky. So it does ei'ty hear the shutters clatter on a cold night.
powerful Daft electric motor will soon be notseeru to me at all improbable, this sidereal, '.l'hat was the Christ Washing:ton and his sud the ,urronodings seemed quite in barnwny
with
the
bright
spirits
ot
the
hostess,
whoo theylay~own without
making trips on the Nintj;I. Avenue Ele- or, if you w,IJ, tbis meteoric appearance on urri.iy.,vorshipped
that Christmas night. Oh I am so glad that bfankets in the December snm-:-.That was the who chose the green parlor, because she
vated Road, hauling a train of four or it was not a cloud of threat but a star of Cl.:rlet that the Pilrzrim Fathc··s ap1Je:ried to thinks it the cheeriest room of the suite.
M1·s. Clevel:ntd wore a purple velvet walking
hope that shone that night. I do not wonder .,,,.."u the Mayflower wharfed at J:'lymouth "ress,
five cars.
with a miniature surrounded by diathat the dying college student when he Rock, and for years after that Decembet m011ds,
clasping th3 collar, and a diamond
landing
the
graves
digged
were
more
in
num,
caught a glimpse of that st1r, took his pen,
"Numerous
instances have been re- and the ligbt seemed flashing from his fin- ber than the houses built. Not a fair weather head pin held a bunch of orchids pinned to
the
corsage.
She wore gold bangle brace-Christ,
but
a
December
Christ.
Oh,
the
gers
and
the
star
seemed
nouring
its
lustre
corded of late in the medical journals,"
Mrs. Folsom wora black silk and jet.
from his lips while Kirk White wrote those world wants to be solaced and soothed and lets,
lullabied in the arms of sympathetic om nip• Mrs. Cleveland, in response to inquiries for
says &ience, "of the complete reunion of immortal words:
otence and no mother ever with more ten• the President's health. answered that be was
portions of fingers which had been cut
derness put he1· foot on the rocker of a cradle almost well again and thQroughly comfort:iii~~~i~~;dh~~ttt!~a~~r
s~;;n,
to hush a sick child than the tenderness of able.
off from the hand, in some cases by the One star alone of all the train
this Christ comes to our invalid world, and
Se!Ulto1· Loi:on'd
Sent A.warde,t.
knife, and in others by the axe. In one
Could fix the sinner's wandering eye.
He rocks it into placidity and quiet with the
Cullom of Illinois ge s the· seat in
Hark,
hark
to
God,
the
chorus
breaks
words: "My peace I give unto you; not ru theSenator
case a man, in cutting kindlings
for the
From every host, from every gem;
Senate chambtr wl11c..1wa~ occ·1pied by
the
world
giveth,
give
I
unto
you.
a
Ob,
ye
his
la e
co;Je.1gue.
'l'he se:.t was
morning fire, accidentally cut off the end But one alone the Saviour speaks,
•
to
'Sen ,tor
Manderson,
It is the star of Bethlehem.
~~~db~a~ii;i~n~~ de~ia~::e~u~~u 9:inte~~~ awardeJ
of his thumb.
He bad gone from the
who
obtained
i~
two years ago,
ber
Christ.
Once on the raging sea I rode,
but
when
Logan
was
returned
to
Lh•.>Senate
pl.ace some twenty feet, when he returned,
But here is a fact which many seem to for- Manderson
The storm was loud, the night was dark,
ly
surrendered
picked up the end, wiped it and replaced
get, perhaps all forget-my
subject im- itto him, After gra~lu
And rudely blew the wind,that tossed
~enator Logan's death it
presses
me
w~th
the
fact
that
Christ
waq
My foundering bark.
it, binding it in its original place as nearwas co ,deded that Mande1'Son had the best
born amid the sheep, and the cattle, and the rigbt
Deep low witbin my vitals froze
to tbe seac, but upon learning that
horses, and the camels that He might be the Mr. Cullom
ly as possible.
The wound united;
aud
Death struck I cea,ed the tide to stem,
wanted it he again waived his
alleviation
of
the
whole
brute
creation.
When
sud!lenly
a
star
arose,
the finger is now as good as ever, save
claill} and permitted the Illinois Sena.tor to
Mercy
for
overdriven,
underfed,
poorly
shelIt was the star of Bethlehem.
take
it.
tered, outraged brute ci·e_ation. Do yon think
that its sensibility
is somewhat dimin=-People are sorry that Kirk White died al- that the Christ who compared Himself to
ished.
In another case a boy chopped
ter writing that. It was <>nough for a life- a dove has no indignation at the crueltias of
A Washina:ton
Character
Dead.
Charle, H. bherrill. for many years the
<>ffthe ends of three fingers.
He was time to have written it, and no wonder when a pigeon shooting? Do yon think that the
he completed it the glo:ies of Heaven swal- Christ who compared Himself t;:, a lamb has representative at Washington of the Central
seen by a physician
three or four hours
lowed him up.
no indignatiol! at the rough tying and the Pacific Railway Company, died suddenly
I notice also in thatscenethatotherworld&
contortion· ifl ;be sheep and the hang:in!? of Jan. 4 of heart disease. lie was one of tbe
after the accident.
The ends of the fin~earned to adore our Lord and Master. Bright
tnetrneck overthesharpedgeof
the butcher's famili;r figures of th ➔ capitol during the sesgers had been found in the snow, and star of night, wheel on in thine orbit. "No,"
cart, and the cattle train from Omaha to sions of congress. He ha.d a comfortable
mys the star, "I must come nearer, I mu,,"t New York, with no water in summer time, fortune, lived in a. handsome house on _Conwere brought to him. He attached them,
bend, I must watch to see what they will do -1,.500 miles of agony? Do you think that necticut avenue in the heart of the fashionaand two of the three united."
with Jesus." Another world in worship.
ble quarter, and, with hi~ family, went a
That star bowed in obedience. I sometimes !~~ Cnh~\5!wt\~ 5fj~~;~~id tfn;~:t,1 11 1o~ great deal into society. His son, Charle,. H.
hear people talk as though the f<iwthousand
think that the Christ whose tax was paid by Sherrill, .Jr., i., a student at Yale Uruvers1ty,
"The Mauufacturer and Builder thinks
miles of this wor: d of ours were all of the the fish does not notice the tossi~g of a fin in
that the man who is working to secure a Savior's dominion; but I suppose all the mil• the fish mar-ket? Do you think that the
Jtulge Cartter to Retire.
Chief .Justice Cartter of the supreme court,
small piece of property
substitutes
a llont and billions and quadrillions of worldl Christ who mid: "Behold the fowls of the
l'-?Oinhabited-perhaps
not by such crea- air," hath no sympathy with the brute crea- District of Columbia, is, it is stated, about
new and distinct ambition for a remote
tures IUI we are, but by ijuch creatures as God tion that cannot articulate its grief I Christ, to retire on accounts of ill health. It is stated
designed, and 11,U those worlds are born in a stable that He might ba the Sa· that .Judge William M. Merrick, a member
and vague one. Day dreams about large
viour, not only of the buma'n race but the of the court, and brother of the late Richard
0
0
estates and princely incomes may be very
::rJa~h:
~ru blo~isl~lj
alleviation of all the pangs and hardship!
'.l'. Merrick, wiU be promoted to chief jnsticE!,
the great organ ot the universe with it! of the brute creation.
and that Congressman William R. Cox of
amusing, but they are not ha.U-so profit.
stops, its keys, it.s pedals, its pipes, had s
Iu the millenial t'me a child is to lead a
Carolina, who was defeated for reable as a vision of a lot 100x200, with a complete harmony save one inJured peda~ lion and to play with a coca.trice only be- North
nomination became he is a civil service re,
save one broken key, the vo:c humana of thE cause bl·ute and reptile will have no more torme1·, will succeed .Judge Merrick,
snug little dwelling house upon it. With
human race. This disloyal world. You outrages to avenge. The Lamb of God gave
this before him, a man will rise early and
know that however grand an instrument, i1 its first bleat amid the tired flocks of .l:Seth.l"'en&lone1·a tn Foreign
J ..an,ts.
retire late, turning his hand cheerfully to there is one broken key it spoils the harmony, lehem. The white horse of eternal victory
commissioner of pensions hag adopted
And Christ is to mend this broken key,and re- stabled in a barn. When you tread on the theThe
system of international money orders for
any and every kind of work.
He will
store this injured pedal,and tbe world will bE brute creation you tread on God. Christ the
payment of pensions to persons residing
in accord. and all wcrlds will be in accord
born amid the beasts that He might sympa· in foreign
have a motive for rigorous
economy
countries. Heretofore pcnsionera
of Wight, la.rger in comparison with the thize with the beast,, and help the bea.,ts, and have been paid by check, which entailed an
which will make it a pleasure.
He will Isle
t
Btitish Empire thau our world is compared
expense of at out $4.80 quarterly on each pen•
m!1~swt~d!t~:~i:e
b~!tsHis
wra
b
have the vision of the last payment be- with Ch,·ist's dominion.
That Christmas
the exI notice also, in this wonderful story of tht sioner. By the presentarrangement,
night astronomy surrendered
to Christ.
pense is n·dnced to 40 cents, and the annoyfore him as a perpetual motive to modeOur planet
for
Christ.
'Iha
solaI text three Christmas presents brought to ances and delays incident to the old sy,t<:m
Gold, myrrh, frankinration in passions, economy in expenses,
system
for
Christ.
Worlds
ablaze Christ. .Ju?t three.
ar, l'e:luc.ed to a. minimum. •
aud world; burned out - all worlds 'fo1 cense. Gold brought to Christ. What does
abstinence from expensive pleasures and
Christ,
Minutest and keenest micrmcopE that mean! It means the affluence of the
Sol,Uers Who Were S1uutruek,
world is going to be surrendered to .Jesus.
from expensive
companions.
Thus it cannot see the one side of Christ's domin~n.
The rncond comptroller of the treasury has
anu. Jarthest-reaching telescope cannot see For lac;k of money no more'asylums limping
will come to pass that a judicious debt,
decided
that an enlisted soldier who was distbe other side ot' Christ's dominion.
But ] on their way like the invalids they support,
incurred at the beginning
of a journeywili teH you how the universe is bounded. or feeling their slow way like the blind whom charged before the expiration of his term
because of disability resulting from sunthey
shelter.
Millions
of
dollars
for
Christ
man's or laborer's
career, will become
a~~u:i:td btG ~~,la°u°J'18oc1~1
!~~ there are now thousands of dollars. Rail-- stroke, is entitled to the bounty provided for
his good genius, watching over him, in- Christ is God, and that God is ours. Oh, road companies owned by Christian sto~k- in cases of soldiers discharged before the exmy friends, c!oes it net enlarge your ideas oJ holders and controlled by Christian direc• piration of thei,· term of enlistment be~ause
citing him to all industry
and to self.
of disability resulting from wounds r;,ceived
a Saviour's doruiuion to realize that all the
in the line of _d_u_t_y.
___
_
government.
Every laboring man ought
worlds are only so many sparks struck from t'~·;i:ci~ ,;~;fr~g 13~n~~ a11~lt~sti3~~r:!
'l'hat the worlds are so many of France and U. S. Treasury, all the world's
to own his house.
Tlie first duty of the His anvil,
lt.lagsachusetts
I.,.ensloners,
flee y Hocks following the one shepherd\ moneyed institutions for Christ. The gold
Massachusetts pensions granted .January •1:
-workingman should be to convert .his Tbat all the islands of light in immens1ty arE for Christ. No other meaning to it. The
S las, father of Joseph E. Boynton, Enfield:
th
a great arthipelago of Christ's dominion!
~tunings into real e•tAte "
e th:aydivfi!
\\T1ll1amTbompson, New Bedford; James A .
.tlut I notice also in this science that I have ~!~ n~d mJ~~epJai~nd
of the fact that it was the profound refugee in Egypt than the gold shall pay the Emery. East Salisbury; Michael Martin,
The peace of Europe
costs about a spoken
e.nd the earned men of the world who came way for Christ all 'round the world. The Clinton; Benjamin F. Daley, Fitchburg;
.Jn":J.ion
dollars a year.
James McGee, Brighton.

P1ti;!

Gleams col<l and fa,~
Through the trembling
twilight
ascend;
Another star.

golJ,

Vvhile overl10 ,cl,
Only empty nest,, forsaken, an
ThQ branches bare;
Only songs of wandel'ing; miu,trol win I~
Sweep 'round them !IJer•.
I

Ye\ what matter, Souf? Thy recom: onso
Look up and ,ee\Vhere, with countless stars o'or-brimm~J,
the sky
Spreads over tbee.
When 110 n1ore ()arth-mu:.:ic

H~tuvi~-,tbon,
s,veet,
Will greet thine eur-,
Seraph music wafte,l down, p:\st far
Mist-sit vered spheres.
-Albion

]J,f. ],'.,/lows in the Curr,mt.

HUlllOIWUS.
Every miser should
tector.
The greatest
man's tongue.

have a chest

pro-

w:1g ever known-A

wo-

Meu who must draw
where-Surveyors.

thJ

.After the sweets of married
the family jars remain.

line somelife depart

Hostlers arc never on good t&rms together,
There is always a ,hitch nmon;;
them.

"I'll take your part," as the do 6 said
when he robbed the cat of hu portion of
the dinner.
If a dealer in grave-stones were to fail,
would be sure to refer to
the disaster as ''a bust in marble."

some newspaper
;~~x:;

An Indian idol has been discovered in
the west.
'.I'his is not as strange as if au
Indian had been discovered at work.
Au ordinary small boy is never so hap•
py as when he is stunding under a safe
that is being hoisted to the firth story.
A bull frog can sit on a bog and croak,
And dive in the pool jwt for play;
But he can't wag his tail and show his delight,
Because he ain't built. that way.

A Michigan woman ki~ked a - bear to
death a few days ago, and now her husbanJ never contradicts
anything
she
says.
There is everything
to ·discounge
a
man who sells medicines.
His best arti
cle is pretty sure to be a drug ou the
market.
Daughtcr-Mamma,
I'm crazy about
this palmistry.
l.Ioth~r-The
pa mys
tery I'm crazy about is where your father
spends his evenings.
Misery loves company,
and company
causes the good housekeeper agreat deal
of misery, 'too, when she hasn't anything
cooked in the house.
Many
bashful
father
o'clock

a young man who has been too
to propose to a girl ha._qhad her
come into the parlor at eleven
and help him out.

"Were you ever engaged in a duel;
Col. Blood 7" "Yes, sir, I was, sir."
"Did it terminate
seriouslyl"
"Yes;
l
was arrested and fined $10."
Women who have a hanit of turning
round in the street to inspect other women's dresses will learn with envy that a
fish has been found which has eyes in
the back of its head.
We wish to inform our poetical
contributors, remarks a western editor, that
spring poetry will no longer be received
by us, as we are now using steam heat
instead of a stove.
.A Cedar Springs, (Mich.,) young man
called on a young woman t'ti.e other evening and fell asleep in his chair with one
arm around her waist.
When he awoke
he found that he was embracing a churn
and that the girl had gone.
''Augustus,
dear,"
said the gentle
girl, tenderly pushing him from her as
the moonlight flooded the bay window
where they wern standing, "I think you
had better try some other hai'r dye; your
moustache tastes like turpentine."

Ke1>t Waiting.
"Your resturant ;gives a man a good
appetite."
"Glad to hear you say so."
"Makes a ,man hungry to come in
here."
"You flatter me."
"When I came in here, I don't have a
bit of appetite, but before I go out I am
hungry as a bear."
"'Why, how's that?"
"Have to wait so long after giving my
order to the waiter I nearly starve to
acath. "- I./ynn Union.

A single fact Is worth a ship load of argu-

Where Dead Animals Go.

A SURGICAL
FEAT..

RRR
·

rcb
0117

Radway's
Ready

ment. This may well be applied to St. Jacobs
"What
becomes of all the animals
Oil, which is more efficac.ous than all other
linim1'nts. Mr. John Gregg, a well-known
that
die
-in
Chic)lgol"
asked
a
reporter
Delicate
Operation
on a Young
citizen of WatsonviEe, California, found it'to
of a health officer in that town the other
be indispensable as a cure for rheumatism.
Italian
Woman.
11
Price, fifty c_en_tl_s.
____
_
day.
•
a
CURF.S AND Pllt>;VE'.'/Tq
In 1860 Superintendent Conklin of Cen"They are shipped," he replied,
"to
}failingTwo Bones Together With Silver
tral Park Imported fifty pairs of English
Cold~,.Coughs, Soro Throat, Influenza, Bron•
the rendering establishment thirty miks
sparrows, whose descendents In all parts
ch1bs, P.neumonia,Swelling of the Joints,
Spikes Saves a. Life.
of the country, it ls estimated, number over
Luf!lbai,o, In flammalions, Rheumasouth of the city, where they are skinned,
10? 000,000.
tism, Neuralgia, Frostbites, Chil•
HE A
When suppuration
originates
from cooked, dried
and ground
up into
An ounce et discret,on is better than a
blains, Headach~, Tooth•
Cures
Brights'
Disease,
Catarrh
pound of knowledge. Why not spend twentydisease of the bones in the knee joint and guan~.
No passenger trains run past
ache, Asthma.
of
the
Bladder.
Torpid
Liver.
It
live cents for a bottle of lied Star Cough Cure,
dia!olvcsGnll-Stonesa.ndGravel.
has disorganized
the delicate
lining
the crematory, for the reason thiit the
, DIFFICULT
BREATH INC.
and save a large doctor's hill?
• T SYMPTOMS and CONDITIONS
1
membrane of the joint, and the bones . stench around the neighborhood would
H of Urine for which this Remedy I mf~~~!.:~
A potil,ir tree was recently cut down near
~~l\~,ffllcit\i~lre~r•;~<l·~:;
1/7~~e:~!
• 11hould be taken,
New Middleton, Jnd., that measured
themselves have become carious at their nauseate an ordinary person.
The dead
twenty-seven feet In circumference. '!.'he
Scolding Stoppage Blood-ting.ed
artisular surfaces, a cure can only be animals reach the works late encl!. night.
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Wayne, DuPage Co., llllnols,_
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which they would not otherwise poue,ss.
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An Indian Story.
ligaments -the pattela, or knee-pan, was
!11~~!
back-a.cho.and oonequent nervous distress.
"My ancestors;>' said Mr. Winthrop
removed.
AU the diseased tissues were
tfr'lTSPURPOSltISSOL'P'.LYJ'ORTllELEGlTIMATEIIJU.I.rN'GOJ
UPRICHT
PIANOS,
D.ISJUDE-'.XD TUE RELUUI' OFP.A.J:N. lT IS PROM.PT L'i -'.C'l'ION.
taken out and the carious parts of the Oldcommon, the new Indian agent,
Constructed on ~h• new method of gtrlngtng, ,SEE WIIAT ON~ WO!Ull SJ.YSOFfrS ll[EIU'IB.
"came over with the Pilgrim Fathers."
bones cleaned away.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 5t~ 1883. Mrs. Lydia E. afmilar terms. Send tor dcacripttve Catalogue.
IIIASON
& HAMLINORGANAND PIANOCo.
About an inch was sawed from the "And the Pilgrim Fathers," replied Old- :i;,;rg:~:r;~~:Ji!~~~!~K!~Yt~~t~~~:i"i~~:~i
Boston,
New York, Chicago.
"ciime it over my suffererfor years from complaintsincident to martop of the tibia, or leg bone, and a like Man-Who-Catches-On,
ried life. I ham tried the skill of a number of
It seems that you and I arc
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piece was taken from the femur, or ancestors.
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Shake."
And the new agent E~l~i~l~~~
thigh bone. Both bones were then placed twim.
Horses.
yonrs, I can nssnre you that the benefitsI have
derived from it came not because of any faith I
Large and complet.e
was so pleased that he issued 400 rations
with their cut ends together and nailed
stocko! Importedstalhad in it. for I had but slight cope of :my permll•
lions and mares, or all
:firmly in place with two large silver- for 6000 Indians and charged the Gov- neut g.ood. I am not a seeker after notoriety but
ages. Over 175 prfzca
I want to tell !fO'-' that 1 lta-ve been wonderfully
awarded my horses ill
plated spikes.
The wound was then ernment with 11,000, and an old sachem
benejttted by your medicine, I am now using my
rour years.
A.II stal•
fourth bottle 1mdit would take bt1t little argument
ltoM guaranteed bri: ed ..
closed and dressed antiseptically and the named ".Whip- Sawed-On- Both-Dzals"
1
ers. Full-llooct stock
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s~~u"::t1fk:iott~;13f ~i~~;3!/:
{~!~a~f'~f~f;
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1n
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union had taken place between the falling market since they solcl l!Ianhattan
~g~~sr5lcf~:ira,,~~Tr ~
'liAiAlRi~AiRiRiRiRiRiPARi\'low or lower than any
Island for $34. -Burdette.
bones, four weeks after the operation,
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spikes were withdrawn from the bone.
The patient showed great courage and
stood the _pain unflinchingly.
She lias
made rapid recovery and will leave the
hospital in afew days. -New York World.

A Story Without End.
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DYSPEPSIAl

The Usual Story.

"Who is that poor, old, ragged-!ooking'man, papa?"
"That's an inventor, child.
He invents entirely new ways of saving time,
money and labor in the production
of
useful articles."
"Who are those gentlemen with big
gold chains nn<! diamond studs? They
aren't inventors, are they?"
"No, dear, they improve the machines
the other man invented."

Sch,io,

CREAM
BALM

N. Y.

For 15 years I
was annoyed with
catarrh,se-vere pain
in -my head, discharges into my
throat and implea,·ant breath.
]v[y
sense of snwll w<ts
m.itch inipai,·ed, J
have overcome these
trmdJles with Ely's
Cream Balm.-J.
B. Case, St. Denis
Hotel., Broadway, ~""!l!'...,,_-.l"'~""""',,;;,;;~
N. Y.
•

CONSUMPTION,

whlcb ls Scrofulou ■ Dl•cni,o
of the
We are half a mind to begin to wri:e
Lung•, Is promptly and certainly urreated
nnd cured by this God-gin'n reml'dy, If taken
a story that may never encl, founded on
before tho last stages of t.ho disease aro reached.
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" 'Silence is golden,' you know, Mrto dv more work that I may get more White."
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directions. He began to irr.prove at once- He
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Governor Ames was equally weak in his
treatment of the temperance question. The
Advertiummts under this headingiusertedfor 50 trouble is, there is no middle plain on
unts per.line for oneyear.
which to draw this line. That which is
not out and out Prohibition
is drunken-CANTON.ness, debauchery and disorder, although
CR DAVIS,
Dentist.
Office over Brick Store .. A 1·
•
Dixfield first Tuesday '.'"d vVed.in each month 111 degrees, yet no less reprehens1ble.
;;_~~~s;~;Ji_~Jl1~~~~,'lgent.
"Old King Alcohol"
is reaping a har1
H H BuRUANK,Flour, Groceries, Dry Guods, vest of death and disorder tl~at is truly ap0
0
D 1r:1~~:~~'~,
st~r!,;,General Stock.
palling and saddening.
A disaster-rail~Jo~~~~o l;~~;;,~~:~eJf~ 1
road, steamboat or fire-a murder; an as~~ i~,';;,~~
~:~~{ Goods.
sault; a law suit in which questions of in1
M B THOME,,Drugs, Medicines & Fancy Articles. dividual integrity is involved, rather than
~ l~t;~'i~v;;,1<~~-~:\~i~~;s~:;~d~~~~~l:re~~c.
Goods. questions of law; a defalcation;
malfeasO GAM.\ION,
Lime, Salt, Produce and ,;upplics.
ance in office; divorce case; an accident of
1
, ~f,:~ksmiths.
any sort in the affairs of humanity, not
~
~n~,;,;~~~sical Goods. due directly or indirectly to the effect of alMrss Annrn fonNSoN,Fashionable Dressmaker.
coho! on the human system, drank at the
J.P. Swasey, Attorney ao d Counsellor at Law.
social altar or to assuage the demands of a
-WEST
PERU.drunkard's
appetite, is a rare exception.
rd
W S WALKER & SoN,Groceries,
Flour, Ha ware, Twenty unrecognizable
1nasses of human1
M;:~i1}is tT~13/~:: 1\l~tli"1i1!
r~~~l~e~a~1~reGi~1;.
ity recovered from a ,vreckt!d and burnt
LIVERMORE.
railroad train with all the incidental diffiGEo F AoAMS,Physician and Surgeon.
culty and horror attendant!
Ca,1se: an
. cl .
d h" fi
BUCKFIELD
_ .
engme
nve1· an
1s reman too drunk to
1-,1;..";;lt~:: t1n\~t:;;~.!ti?-~~ec~ld~ods.
keep up •team and make a siding.
Would
HOLLAND
& Cusrn,AN, Meats and Provisions.
Governors Ames, Bodwell, Hill or Beane
CS CHILDS, Dentist.
Vapor or Ether.
deem ''public opinion" necessary to avert
C. B. Bridgham, M. D. Officeat residence.
such a horror.
WEST SUMNER.
H B CHANDLER,
Dry G:>0ds & Groceries.
There was no Union sentiment in South
llAROLD
CHANDLER,
Commercial & Job Printer.
Carolina when she rebelled, but Abraham
E L TUELL, Fancy & Ladies' Furnis11ing Goods.
G B1SB~E, Custom Boot and Shoe l\1aker.
Lincoln sent s~ch a public sentiment
EAST SUMNER.
through and through
it, on the point of
W E EASTMAN,
Seedsm:a.n.
Choice Vegatable
the bayonet, trusting to the public opinion
Sccd.s ofmy own Growing a specialty.
that should accrue from the transaction for
-NORTH
TURNER.his justification,
and it came as it ever
North Turner House.
Elias Keene, Proprietor.
comes as the fruit of the seed sowr. in the
enforcement of right.
Our Senatorial question culminates
on
the 18th inst., when it comes to a vote.
No
thing
so
clearly
pair.ts
to
the
fact
that
--:-' (-) :-the republican party is in a desert of disPUBLISHED THURSDAYS AT
uetude and issueless decadence, as does the
&arrtnrr. Ilxfnrrl
&n.. Maim¼. subdued accrimony indulged iP over this
matter.
It is a contest without a semblance
--0-of real issue in it,.and it has taken on such
SUBSCRIPTION
.RATES,
unsavory phases that it is absolutely
disgusting.
,ve were enthusiastic
in behalf
of .\Ir. Long's candidacy on the simple
grounds of admiratiQn and e:;timate, called
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
from us by the real merit of ou1· candidate,
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council chambers, and the counting rooms
of the entire mercantile
world.
No text
would be more appropriate
for ~eneral
committal to mind, so truly applicable is
it to the more important phases of social
being.
Is there anything_ truer than that,
"a man's power to labor is precious lo him
next to that of his life?''
Boston ·s first Labor contest for the current year occurred the uth inst., and was
amacably adjusted within 24 hours.
This
augurs well. May it be a precedent that
shall rule throughout.
Mr. c;. P. Packard joined with his sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth P. Giftord, at the residence
of the latter, Centre St., Brockton, Mass.,
in the celebration of their birthday which
occurs on even dates-Jan.
lSt. The forth
th
mer was G+, e lattei· 68 years old on
at
date; bo th in fairly good health- th eir
heritage from th e rocks a nd hills of EaS t
t
rd
th
Peru. EaS ern Oxfo ' Me., which
ey
were privileged to breathe the atmosphere
of in their youth.
l\Iay God bless them
both.

~~t,u~hon~.

'd, Ad
Ill vance
..

. 5PerYear,Pal
$12

I

Thursday,
January
20,1887.

Communications,

Etc.

things.
We well remember its inception
and it has never been able to deceive us
BOSTON, Jan. 12, 1887.
speakership;
the
We suppose that our readers who are for one mo,nent-the
nominations;
the Lieute~citizens of Maine have read very carefully Governorship
Governor Bodwell's inaugural message to ancy, followed by the nomination for the·
first place; the senatorial
question four
the Legislature.
There is one recommennomination
dation that will commend the Governor to years ago; the Congressional
th
a large majority of voters, wherein he ad- e same superanuated
opposition has
vises a tax reduction and the re-fundin~ of been active through it all. This element
the debt in long-time small-interest bonds, in th e ranks of the republican
party
which it is we 11to remember is possible by th roughout has been a power as deplorable
reason of a long line of goodly manage- as detestable.
It confroated and leached
ment of public affairs. There is merit in Mr. Blaine in 1884 i it pretended fear of
most of his words. But what the Gover- Gen. Grant in r876; and it st ands shivernor really means to be understood
to say ing in this conte,t to-day because it's goa, regards the enforcement of the law pro- ing to get left. ),forbid selfishness delights
hibiting the sale of intoxicating
liquor as in contest, regardless of all else, if it can
a beverage, is somewhat obscure; so much secure the results, and consists chiefly of
so that every prohibitionist
(at the polls) that potency of negative creativeness which
will be able to congratulate
himself that issosuccessfulinproducingmugwumpery;
but Dr. Burdan, if you please, ;s an antihe made no mistake in complimenting
Aaron Clark.
When the Governor says dote indeed, and is an elder brother who
that to increase the penalty would enhance will give welcome rather than jealousy to
prodig~ls.
We may, of
the difficulties now existing at large cen- all returning
ters and seaport cities, affirming that what course, get left; but if we do it will be a
is needed at the points named, is a sound "Long" day anyhow and our temperature
pubiic opinion to urge and uphold the car- will be above normal.
Judge Picket, in the New Haven City
rying out of the regulations which the law
provides, he is certainly threshmg stra~,
Court, renders a very interesting decision
unless he is possessed of some novel and in a b~ycott case; fining the superintendent
of the N. Y., N. H. &
more effective method of creating public and his assistant,
sentiment
than has ever been applied, H. railroad fifty dollars each for blacklistThe Judge said
w!fch he may unfold to us; for this is the ing a former employee.
argument
the rumseller and drinker has "'that conspiracy designed to hinder any
used ever since Dr. Rush promulgated the man from putting his labor on the market
when and where and for such compensatruth as to the evil of "dram drinking."
Is it possible that there is no public senti- tion as he may agree for, is equally crimiment in the city of Bangor that calls for nal with such designed to hinder the sale
of any producer or
the suppression
of the rum traffic so fla- of the merchandise
dealer, and is more disastrous
in effect
grantly carried on there?
Is it possible
except
that the law cannot be enforced in the than any other form of conspiracy
that to take life. Every man's labor is his
places he designates without endangering
the -public peace beyond recovery?
Is the own property, and is the all of a majority
ulcer so deep the surgeon dare not cut? Is of men: and with his skill and industry
it possible that there is a place in Maine are precious to him next to his life. His
where the enforcement of the law will not manhood and the prosperity and comfort
of him a~d his, are dependent- upon his
of itself create public sentiment;
teaching
right to exercise his power and quality
evil doers what is good for them, showing
the indifferent that the Jaw has majesty with freedom; and any hinderance in the
and utility? There can be no doubt of lawful exercise of such freedom, whether
misinft>rmation,however
acquired or used, by an employee seeking self protection, or
in this matter, on the part of l\faine's Chief employers
intending
to be courteous to
Magistrate.
"Public opinion,"
indeed!
each other, is in violation of rights estab,vhat is it? Is it something fenced in by lished by the constitution of the State. To
town or county lines? ,vhat was iJ: that convict of such conspiracy, circumstantial
voted Maine's Constitutional
Prohibition
evidence is competent, and may be concluby a goodly majority?
It was Dirigo State sive. It is sufficient if it be shown that
Public OpinioH, which knows no section the parties had a mutual nnderstanding
to
line within its borders;
and if there is a the comn,!lffl design, and the part each was
plague spot within its borders all the more to perform in the attainment
thereof.''.
necessary that the panacea of this senti- This quotation we have made would make
ment should be forced in and through it. , a most excellent transcript with which to
Better a Dead Sea than a living Gomorrah. I adorn the walls of the Knights of Labor

within.
::loon after our arrh·al a young
lady came in, whose ears were frozen as
stiff as icicles; a handful of snow held
against each one soon brought them to
their feeling again.
But the whole mystcry was explained in a nutshell, when we
learned that the thermometer registered in
lbe morning from 38 to 40
below zero.
\Vhen was it as low about here before?
l\Ir. Garland is 71 years old, has lived in
the place 38 years, and has never been absent from the meeting there a single Sabbath.
He is a Congregati'onalist,
earnest
and well informed, and still reads without
spectacles.
•
Last night about 4 inches of snow fell,
and is now 30 inches deep in the woods;
to-day it is calm, and pleasant in the sun,
but not very warm.
This is the third week of school in this
district, taught by Sylvia P. Farwell.
It,
is her sixth school, and her reputation
stands high as a teacher.
L. D.
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WONDERFUL

Bethel.

BOSTON, Jan. 13, 1887.
The spirit, if•we caught it right, of our
friend of the P!tollO_![rnph, somewhat disconcerts us. But first of all we will assure
our brothers that we have nothing whatever "against" the Phonograph, which we
have no doubt is the pride of its editor's
life; and that what we said, which has
nearly escaped our mind;"we gathered from
a personal notice we observed in the columns of the Bost0n Hlrald, which referred
to the Phonograph and its editor in commendatory terms quoting some lines from
its columns.
I think the note affirmed
that a former attachee of the Herald had
been ensconced on the editorial tripod of
the Phonograph.
If we are in error, or
the Herald wrong, or any mistake has occurred by which we are apparently
discourteous, we send ou1· ap~logy in carte
blanche.
We have never had the pleasure
of seeing the Phonograph, but it is not
our fault that a copy is not dropped into
~~o paper discontinued
until all ar- which admiration forced itself upon us as our sanctum, for there is a limit to all
We know something of its envirearages _are paid, except at the option of' the natural result of an effect no less na_tu.- things.
the publisher.
ral-Mr.
Long's eminent fitness.
Thus ronments and many of its readers, we trust,
all
of
whom,
and it, we greet .vith our best
Papers promptly discontinued atexpira-'
our sympathies
have been from the first
tior. of the time paid for when so ordered; I awakened· which also have been increased wishes in earnest prayer that God may
bless it and them.
Without accepting the
otherwise they "'ill b;continued.
by this ba1~e mendacious hostility,.which
has confronted every step that our candi- gage of contest presented in the inquisitive
spiritofinsinuation
which the Phonograph
c!te has been called upon and privileged
to take and now is in his progress
in indulges as to our use of dual pronouns,
statesmanship.
Never a placeman in any which hardly appertains to the grievance
(if grievance it be), we will next week ensense of the word, but. by preponderant
worth ever compelled to point such, by deavor to make plain how the plura_I propersonal by
their persistency in struggling to bar his noun is made consistently
SnOMER.
way contrary to the supreme tendency of your humble servant,
Otrn.:BOSTON
LETTER.

~h~

ly made freqt1ent calls at the Coolidge residence, and that one of the young men
would assist her across the river in a canoe
and al~ng the \\"ell trodden path to her sister's cosy fireside; but be that as it may,
Aaron Coolidge soon learned to love Sall_v,and they were engaged to be married
when the young man ~ickened and died.
~oses, the older son, after a suitable length·
of time, proposed to Sally, was accepted,
and she soon became Mrs. Coolidge.
About this time his father moved to
Severy Hill, and Moses with his young
bride made a settlement near the town line
on the easterly side of the farm now owned by Wm. Douglass.
If the reader was
to pass along the old road leading from
Simon Coolidge's to Wm. Douglass', near
the stream would be seen the relics of a
stone chimney.
Here is where Moses and
Sally Coolidge first started for the1nselves;
here their first child sa,v the light-the
first of a family of 2:i children.
N. H. C.
(To be conti·nued.)

Written
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CANTON

~ETHEL, Jan. 10, '87.
Last Saturday was the 71st a'lniverrnry
of the battle of New Orleans, and I do not
believe the 8th of January has passed by
for the last 40 years without my thinking
of that event.
Greater battles, of course,
have been fought in this and other countries; but, all things considered, I doubt if
a more decisive or sanguinary
battle has
ever taken place, at least -in modern times.
I need not write its history, since every
school boy is familiar with it, or ought to
be. But the most 1·emarkable circumstance
in connection
with it, is the fact that it
was fought a number of weeks after the
treaty had taken place, and therefore more
than 3,000 men were sacrificed for nothing.
There was no ocean teleg·raph at that time.
Yesterday morning we traveled three
miles on foot to meeting, at Mayville, a
pretty little hamlet just over the river from
Bethel Hill. Before getting a mile from
home we began to think that if we had
started on a journey to the north pole, instead of to meeting, we should give it up
and retrace our steps. Although getting
pretty well covered with frost, we started
out to hear Re,·. David Garland preach,
and were bound not to back out. When
about half way there we met a team and
one of the men accosted us in this manner,
probably intending it to correspond with
the weather:
'·\Veil, by -,
you are
freezing up, and no mistake."
We arrived at the chapel, however, in due time,
found a good fire and everything pleasant
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CANTON'S
FIRSTSETTLER.
Simon Coolidge, and His Posterity.
Soon after the close of the Revolutionary war many of the hardy anj resolute
sons and daughters
of the older portions
of Massachusetts sought out to make settlements, and establish for themselves and
families permanent homes in the district
of Maine. About the year 1784 or 1785
there came from the town of Worcester,
Mass., one Simon Coolidge, and his family, consisting of his wife, two sons and
one daughter, and settled on Canton Point
on the farm now owned and occupied by
D. M. Foster.
A portion of the farm had
been cleared by the "Red Man," but it
was now covered with bushes from ten to
fifteen feet high, and although twenty-five
years had elapsed since the last of the
"Rockomekas"
had occupied the soil,when
the bushes were cleared away the corn hills
were plainly visible.
In 1795 the Point
was incorporated as a part of Jay, and in
1821 it v,,as incorporated as a part of Canton, which made Coolidge the first settler
in b0th towns. After living at the Point
a few years he sold lo a Mr. Holland (I
think) and moved to Severy Hill, near the
present site of the cemetery.
If this last
settlement was made before r794, which
we are confident is so, it was also the first
settlement in Dixfield.
After making several other removals, and living to a ripe
old age, Simon Co • ge and wife, the
hardy pioneers, passe quietly to their reward. As I have said they had three children, Moses, Aaron and Sally. In order to
introduce to the reader a person who has
a prominent part in the history of the older son, I wish to say that ~hile Moses resided with his father at the Point there
came a family from Mass. by the name of
Jewett and settled on the other side of the
river on the farm where Sam. Tones now
lives. This Jewett had married a lady by
the name of Merrill, who on coming to
Maine had left a thi.-teen year old sister
with friends in Mass. The next year Jewett made a journey to Mass. with an ox
team, and on prepa1·ing to return the Merrill girl, whose name was Sally, insisted
on coming with him. i1e objected and refused to let her ride, but she had no idea
of giving up the project, and started on
foot. After following the team one day,
Jewett gave in and let her ride, and ere
long she found her sister in the wilds of
Maine with no neighbors except the Coolidge family.
It is to be supposed that Sal-

The undersigned take this opportunity
to thank their friendR and customers for
the very liberal patronage bestowed upon
thP.m the past year.
We shall continue
to do as ne::ir as possible !1 PAY DOWN
bnsiness, believing that it is for our mutual interest.
We shall keep a full stock
of Merchandise of all Kinds-everything
usually kept in a country store.
Buying
in large quantities will enable us to make
LOW PRICES.
Resp'ly,
C. B. ATWOOD & CO.
Buckfielu, Jan. 6, 1887.

Lucas & Bishop wishes to inform the public that they are prepared tQ furnish
anything in their line at Boston prices, as they exchanges
goods manufactured
by
themselves for goods in the Watch and Jewelry line, which enables them to give
better prices than ever. Just consider some of our prices.
We will sell Wm. Ellery 11 jewelled key winding Watches, 3-ounce silver case,
for $12.00.
Broadway 7 jewelled in silver case, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.50. No7 Elgin. 7 jP-wels, in nickel case for $6.~0, in silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elgin, in 3ounce silver case for $12.00.
Rockford, Hampden,
and Illinois \Vatch Co.'s at
proportionately
low prices.
Knights of Labor Pins from 35 cents to $2.00.
We
also have a fine line of Knives, Forks and Spoons at the following prices:
KNIVES-Rogers'
Plate Co., $2.50.
FORKS~Rogers'
Co., 3.50.
SPOONS-'l'ea,

Best, $4.00; 2d, $3.50.
A 1, $6.00;

Sheffield,

Wallace Brothers',

$3.00 per dozen;

Desert,

$2.00;

Standard

$,LOO; Standard

1

$1.00 per pair;

Silver

Plate

'!'able, $1.15 per pair.

Masonic. Odd Fellow, and all other emblems at low prices for cash.
fnll line of Chains, Charms, Bar pins, Pins and Drops, either in plate,
st.one or solid gold.
Anything we do not have in stock we can furnish at short notice.

Fine

Silver

w·e have
crape, jet,

Watch Repaz"ring £n all its branches, also Sewing Machine and
Niodels built at short notice, and all kinds small Mach£ne
'/,Vork done in a workmanUke manner.

Lucas & Bishop,
Opposite the Dept,

Canton, Me.

THE

SCROFULA
I ,lo not hpJip,·e that
Aycer's ~arsapanlla
lias an equal a.s a. <'Urt'l
foe Scrof11lous Hu
ItlOrs. It is plrasa,··
to take, gi ,·cs strt>nl-!: h

to the uo,ly. and prn
tlnces a tnure rcrrna,.

Humors,

neut

result

than

anv

medicine I ever ust•ti
Haines, Nurtb
Lindale, Ohio.
I have nsed Ayer's
Sat·saparilla,
in my
family, for Scrofula,
ftncl
know, if it is
take11 faithfully it will
thoroughly eradicate
this terrible disease.
-W.F.Fowler,M.D.,
Greenville, Tenn.
For fortv ,;ears I
ha,·e saff,,re~l with
Er,vsipelas.
I havo
tried various ren1eJ1e.•
for my complatnt, but •
found no relief untll
I commenced
ustn~
Ayer's
Sarsapanlla
After taking ten I.Jut•
ties o[ this 1ned1c1ne I
am completely cured.
-M.
C. Amesbury,
Rockport, Me.
I have suffered, for
:vears, from Catarrh,
which was so severe
that it destroyed my
appetite anti weakenc,l my system.
After
trying
otlter
remerlies, witho11t rnlief, I began to take
Ayers
Sarsaparilla,
and, in a few montlts,
was cured . ...cSnsan I..
Cook, !10!1 A 11.,anyst.,
Boston, l\lass
Aye,-'s Sarsaparilla
is snp~rior
to any
blood purilicr that [
e,·er ti'ic,l.
I ha ,·e
taken it for Serofu la,
Canker,
and SaltRhcnm, anrl receive,!
mnch 1,enefit frow it.
It is g-ood, also, for
a "·eak sto1nach. J\!illie Janr Peirce, S.
Bra,Uonl, i\1ass. "'
--K

Erysipelas,

Canker,and

Catarrh,

Can be

cured by
purifying
the blood
with

HOUSEKEEPER.

SCRAPS.

A sole stirring suhject-A
nail in your
THEMARKING
SYSTEM.
shoe.
A hard thing to sharpcn..-the
water's
Mark all you1· own personal wardrobe edge.
which has to be washed.
If this were inNewspaper men always take in a hangvariably done, a great deal of property
ing because it's a matter of noose.
would be saved and a great deal of trouble
A guest at the marriage of a dcaf-anclwould be spared.
For the sake of saving
trouble to others, if fot_-no other reason. dumb couple wittily and gallantly wished
all .of one's handkerchiefs, collars and un- them unspeakable bliss.
derclothing should be plainly and perma-,
nently marked.
A bottle of indelible ink
is~heap, a clean pen still che:iper, and a
bright, sunny day or a hot flat iron will
complete the business.
Always keep on
hand a stick of linen tape, written over its
whole length with your name, or the names
of your family, ready to be cut off and sewed on to stockings and such other articles
as do not afford a good surface on which
to mark.
Then there are the paper patterns, of
which every mother has a store. On the
outside of each, as it is tied up, the name
of the pattern should be plainly written.
There are the rolls of pieces, which may
contain a good deal not apparent from the
outside. All these hidden mysteri~s should
be indicated.
The winter things, which
are wrapped up and put away for winter,
should all be in labeled packages, and every packing trunk should have on it's lid a
complett- lis~ of its contents.-Congregationalist.

CAREOFFARMERS'
WIV'ES.

It is proper to bring up girls so fhatthey
may not feel themselves above doing some
of the light kinds of out of door labor.
It
will be good for them physically and otherwise.
Create in them a love for the animals of the farm, and also a love for the
works of natnre.
Let them run and pla,y
out in the open air, and do not make old
women or young -ladies of them too early.
PrPpnrcd by nr. tT.C. j\~·cr & Co., Lowell, Mai;s,
These stormy days may profitably be
rric~ t.lil; six bottles,
3.::;,
used in slicking up about the wood house,
back kitchen, etc., that they may be more
inviting to your wife. Clean out the rubbish that has been collecting for a long
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect Nov, 1 '86,
time, and such as will be of no value in
GOING SOUTH,
GOING NORTH.
the future shonld be disposed of in some
Lve, A. M.-~,rXD
MAIL
Lve,
-::vIXD
MAIL
manner, to get it out of the way.
G."IlbertYi1lc,
19 oo
P. M.A. M
Canton;
4 15 9 15 Boston,
7 00 If you have your improved implements
*Fu.lier Road,
A.M.P,M.
Hartford,
4 35 9 30 Portland, G.T. 7 10 , 30 for the farm, see that your wife has her
East Sumner,
4 50, 9 .)7 Lewiston, "
8 c, 1 5s
of her work, as
*\Varren R'd,
I
:\Iechanic F'ls 8 45 3 15 share for the performance
Iler hardest day's work
s 3°[ 9 55
9 os 3 2 7 far as possible.
is usually on Monday, when the week's
0
s s w as
9 30 3 37
washing is gone through
with. Make
West Wfinot,
6 15 10 1S Buckfield,
10 15 3 50
things as convenient as possible for her on
Mcc~af1~~F~f~ 6 40!10 32
10 35 4 04
this day, and if the water is to be brought,
Lewiston,
7 4.0!~~~1~ !~~fl~rr'lioad, 10 50 4 10
have the boys to do it, or else do it yourPortlarlk:l,
S 25 12 05 Canton,
11 15 4 2.5
P. M.
[arrive.
self; and if you turn the wringer for her it
Boston,
1 151 5 10 Gilbertville,
35
will help her considerably.
Haven't any?
*Trains stop only on signal.
Well, I'm sorry for her. If that is so, surSTAGE CO'\INECTIONS.
prise
her
with
the
present
of one right
AT ,VEST MINOT.-Daily,with
mail train,for He
bron Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
away.-New
England Fanner.

Ayer'sSarsaparilla,
Rmnf
or~Falls
&Buckfield
R.R.

~P,~~t:;ik•d, ;~~:;t!iR~t

~::!~::1a?d:'
1 ~;:~J.~:i~::;,
~~·ts~:;n~~~,'

AT BucKFJELD.-Daily,
·with mail t_rain, for
Chase's Mills 4 miles, Ttirncr 6 miles, No. Buckfield 3 miles, and ,vest Sumner 7 miles.
AT CANTON.-Daily,
with mail train, for East
Peru 5 miles, West Peru 10 milcs,Dixficld 10 miles
Mexico 15 miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxbun,~
21 miles, Byron 25 milcs,Iloughton's
30 miles.
Aiso for Brittun's Mills, Liven'nort!, 5 miles.
AT Gu ..n_ERTVILLE:-Daily, with mail train, for
Canton Pornt 1 1-4 mtles,
L. L. LINCOLN,
SuPT.

WHATTRUE?i!ERI'l'
WILL DO.

A New Yorker has
will live on hay and
is seldom that a man
knowledge himself a

in ONE W££1(~

64 DOLLARS

Cl.EAR
P~mn,

fJ~;J~cJF~~t"J

I

"Caatoriaissowella.daptedtochildrentha.t

Castorta cures ('Jolie,Const!pa.tlon,

l recommend it a.s superior to any prescription
11:Jlownto me_;,
H. A.. A.ltCHE!l., u. D.~

Sour Stomach, Diarrhcea., Erudation,
Kill~ e~i~~~s, gives sleep, and promot.es di·

1ll So, 0:1:fordSt., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WiJl'.out injurious medication.
TnB ~TA.UR COll!PANY,
182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

SHERIDAN'S

A Boston woman, bywayofexperiment,
recently tied a pedometer to her chin, and
discovered that she talked 33 miles between
bI"eakfast and lunch.

CONDITION

FOVVDERI

"ls the lady of the house engaged?" he
asked of a domestic who opened the door.
"Engaged, is it? Faith, I've lived with
her fourteen years, and she was married
whin I come."

Sheridan's

Cures
Chicken
Cholera.

Condition

The farm~r's hired man who has been
getting out of bed every morning at 4
o'clock to feed the stock will be mad all
o,·er when informed that actual experiments prove that a horse can live eleven
days and a cow nine days without food.

Powder
IA absolutely
1mre ancl hhrhl:v concentrate<l,
One
ouncP- is "'01·th a ))ouncl of aily othPr kind.
Tt is
~trictly a. ·,nt-dicine t.o bP givf>n 'nrith food.
No1hint:

~h~t.~l~i~n'fla~ir
~lr~~~~~l
Itl~u~~l~~ii~~
,veight
in gold.
Illustrated
book
by 1nai1 free.
Sold everywhere,
or ~Pnt hy mail for 25 c-ents in
~tamps,
21-4 Ib, air-tight
tin cans. $1.00; by mail,
81.20.
Six cans by express,
prepaid,
for 85.00,

!!ih!~A.

1

~:1

A Cedar Springs (Mich.) young man
called on a young woman one evening and
fell asleep in his chair with one arm around
her waist. When he awoke he found that
he was embri\cing a churn and that the
young woman had disappeared.

DR, I, S, JOHNSON

"James," said a grocer to a new boy.
"what have you been doing in the back
room so long?"
"I was pick in' the dead
ffies out of the dried currants, sir," replied
James.
"You ,vere !" said the grocer ,vith
much disgust.
"An' your father told me
that he thonght you were born for the gro·
cery business.
You had better study for
the ministry, James."

& CO., Boston,

L

Mass,

The LATEST STYLES of

i

JEW )\ARKETS

Ilucklen's.::.rnic,,
Salve.

°WRAPS,

Carmen-ts, is at

THE BEST SALVE in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum. Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cnres Piles, or no pay required.
It
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per
box. For Sale By Nathan Reynolds, Druggist, Canton, Me.
1y51

Mechanic

Falls, Me.

--ALSO--

A light board, shaped to the shoulders
of a cloak, with a hole bored in it and a
string inserted to hang by, keeps a cloak
smooth and saves it from being worn by a
hook or nail.

LOANS.

ChHdren.

and

offered to bet that he
oats for 100 days. It
will so squarely acjackass.

The unprecedented
sale of Boschee's
German Syrup within a few years, has astonished the world.
It is without doubt
the safest and best remedy ever discovered
When Baby was sick, we g:a.veLar Castorla,
for the speedy and effectual cure of Coughs,
Colds and the severest Lung troubles.
It When she wr.s a Child, she crietl for ( 'a.stoM.a,
acts on an entirely diffe1·ent principle from \Vb.en sho hecamo Miss, she cln:ig to C.k.torJ:..1
the usual prescriptions
given by Physi- When she had Childnm, she gavo them Castoria.
cians, as it does not dry up a Cough and
leave the disease still in the system, but on
the contrary removes the cause of the
1rouble, heals the parts affected and leaves
them in a purely healthy condition.
A
bottle kept in the house for use when the
diseases make their appearance, will save
doctor's bills and a long spell of serious
illness.
A trial will convince you oi these
"WITH
facts. It is posit.ively-sold by all druggists
and
general
dealers in the land. Price, 75
~c1~~;,~~su,:;e~U!~~;f~
eow 41
nt Johnstown, Pn. An agent v.·nnted in Ba.c:.i cts., large bottles.
County in the United States and G>tnada. Smn.rt
women can seU as mauy as n1cn. A 2-cent stamp,
1
TOST.UNA KITCHENFLO:lR.
i~'.'.rs~:'v~hi!~t~~~[;~s::i•c~"t~"{~
On any kind of security
and good
MANUFACTURltJG
CO., 14 East 1411, Street,
f{EW YORI<, will bring yon all the particulars
iu
TQ give a kitchen a neat appearance and
promissory
notes.
a sealed envelope by return mail. Dontcomplain
to keep it clean it is a good plan to stain
U. S. Government
Bonds.
~ irr~rid~t make money wherr this opportunity
it. A farmer's wile describes how it may
Foreign
Redemption
Bonds
be done. "Put about an ounce of burnt
~l~:;:,b~t•~~
umber in a quart of linseed oil; the amount sold on monthly
pa) ments.
Large
needed will depend upon the size 0 , your premiums
for small investors.
~---floor. A quart will go over considerable
Reliable
co:r:spond~nts
wanted
surface.
Mix the umber carefully into the ,everywhere.
~1beral
111ducements.
oil, trying it occasionally to get the desired
Address
for full particulars,
s?ade_- Apply it with a woolen cl~th,rnl:}G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
brng 1t hard to get the color well rnto the
1
42 Broadway,
New York.
wood. Then go over it with a soft, dry

~SiN

Infants

for

Josh Billings says that the mosquito was
bo"rn of poor hut honest parents, who had
in their veins some of•the best blovd in
the country.
·'Bah," he said, bitterly, "all this that
we call love is cant."
"Say 'won't' rather," she answered softly, and he left her
forever.

CHILDft·EN'S OUTSIDE

B Q i1di~,b 9
w~.J

~-

,. ~C,!1

,,_;_a~~

~,£5

4 percent. 1 percent.

BLDE

STORE,

CANTON.

stock of Groceries, Flour, Meats, Provisions, Canned
:LIFELOANS.:Goods,FullUhoice
Tea'S and Coff0e, Fruit, Tobacco and Cigars.

ALLKINDS
OFFARM
PRODUCE,
Such as Butter, Cheese, Eggs,
in exchange for goods.

Potatoes,

Beaus, Etc., taken

Only Store in town that Sells

WANTED!

100 :EAMILIES
TO MAKE

COATS

cloth, and after a few weeks rub it again
with merely the boiled oil. Once in six
Sewing Machines furnished if wanted
and the work delivered at your homes, months or more, according as needed, use
With care in
ApplY. by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell, the umber mixture again.
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam & wipi,Jg up the floor thus prepared, that is,
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
51tf
using tepid water instead of strong soap
suds, it will last a long time. If the floor
is wal,rnt, the boiled oil and umber will be
St)
sufficient."

~'f!lfffdlS~

Boot & Shoe Maker.

15LBS.GRANULATED
SUGARFOR$1.00.
Try our DiaD1ond Electric
Soap, the best in the
market. Also our choice brand of 40 ct. '.Fea.

WANTED!

Bridgham & Johnson, Blue Store, Canton.

A competant man for Oxtord County, to canvass
and take orders for HOWE'S PATENT
ADTUSTABLE
SLIDING
WINDOW
SCREENS.
Best selling- goods ever offered to agents.
Terms
and Outfit free. Address
6tf
ORRIN ~- no,vE
& CO., Augusta, Me.

E. W. ALLEN, Canton.

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield,

Maine.

TEACH-ER
OF VOCAL MUSIC.
Manufacturer of
IhavePeerlessandStanley
orgauwhich
DOORS,SASH,WINDOW& DOOR
Fll.AMES
An Enclto BJne Sera.ping.
I
sell
at
reasonable
prices;
warr;llltecl
for
CLAZED
WINDOWS
Edward Shephard, of Harrisburg, Ill.,
1
says: "Having
received so mnch benefit e~~~~~e;1~~t~!~t;: ~~e~n~:~ir\~ ~:~~;n;u~~~~~~~}: fiye yea1:~- Tnose in want of an_ organ or All kinds moulded and plain finisb.balAlso charnfrom Electric Bitters, I feel it my duty to and an article of domestic use that rccomme11ds it- prnt10 will do well to call on or address usters, Newl'lls, Brackets,&c.
to every one at sight.
Staple as Flo,.r.
Sells ~he above.
These ~rg~ns ar~ well_m_ade ber and dining-room
furniture Chamber
let suffering humanity know it. Have had ·self
like hot cakes.
Prot'its 300 per cent.
Families
action.bnll,ant
Sets and Extension
Tables a specialty.
a running sore on my leg for eight years; wishing to practice economy should for their own ~n every respec~,qmclun
my doctors told me I would have to have benefit write for particular~.
Used every day the 111 totH', :ind vorned so they a.re easy to Jobbing done promptly.
They are second to none.
round in every household.
Price within reach sing with.
the bo!\e scraped or leg amputated.
I used, year
of all. Circulars
free.
Agents receive Samples
On Pro1nissory
N ot:es.
instead, th;ee bottles of Electric Bitters Free.
Address DOMESTIC M'F'G Co., Marion, 0.
W ANTED-N
otcs of well rated business men and seven boxes Bucklen's
Arnica Salve,
2643
for one month to twelve months.
Amounts, $1,ood and my leg is now
sound and well."
to $1,000,000.
Strictly confidenlial and sn.fe. Bonds
nd
Electric Bitters are sold at fifty cents a botgiven, settlements madl!., Correspondents
wanted.
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
tle, and Bucklen's Arnica Salve at 25c. per
6m36
40 Broadway, New York.
At the "Old DeCoster Carriage Shop," is preparbox by Nathan Reynolds, Canton, Me. (5)
ed to do all kinds of
0
We will pay one hundred dollars gold In premiumsfor tJ:ie.value of ""'.hich u:ian)'. ladies in this vie::i~;~
Society is improving
out West.
In
beit results from eight weeks' trial of Sheridan's
cm1ty can testify to, 1s still for sale bv
on advertising space when in Chicago, will find it on file at
many sections it ha& become unfashionable
::~~'M'~~o~1:a~:1c~!'r~~LfY8_
Mrs. H. H. BURBANK, Canton, Me.
22
cusTo><
Hou•s
ST1<EKT,
osT01<,
Mus.
Trial
Packuge
Free.
4-46
6tf 1000 feet 1-2 inch Bass Boards wanto«
to dance in rubb\!r boots.

Over P. I!Qdge's blachmith
shop. All
kinds of repairing.
Custom makiug to
measure, from Thomas' celebrated calf to
finest French.
Onlers solicited.
3-37

LOANS

$100

A WE~K?

• ORANGEBLOSSOM!
$IO o.
C;~PL;I;TS,
GOLD
Carria[B
RBDairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.
FE;~Zi

ADVERTISERS
~~i~t::;~~:;
:~;:i~
:,s.:~::rti~i::d::.~.!~i
LORD
&THOMAS.

~~~Jio'_;a_:•J8~

LADIES' »tPAR'f!lENT.
An "Odd Fish" Out of Water.
...,.__
A st0cy wa.s told the other day in'
Mr•• C:levelancl'•
C:or:eeapondence.
W-aslHrrgton about,·Jim Green of Missou-The San
Francisco
Mint the
Mrs. Cleveland gets almost as many
ri,a.-"character"
of the anti-bellum d11-ys. letters as the President.
Most of them
Largest
in the World.
Green always made a point of the. fact are from persons of her own sex, and
tht1t, so far as he knew, he had never contain
advice and Buggestions on
-A Worn Out Oarpet that Yielded $3,300
been to church in his life. He had been almost every subject uoder the sun. Mrs.
When It was Burned,
to ca.mp -meeting once, he said, but he, Cleveland does not reply to letters any
did not remember 'that very well, and he more. She did, in the early days of her
The mint at San Francisco is the largreally had no idea what a church service .marriage, answer several, but they were
·-l!Btin the world.
It has done, in its
was like. Some of his collca,,nes in the immediately given to the press, and so
iime, the largest business of any mint in
Senato labored with him i~ get him to go she stopped.
She says many of her
the world. In the fiscal year ending June
to church just to hear what he would say letters just now are from temperance
-BO,1878, there was coined at this mint
about it when he got back. It took three women, containing w:irnings against the
f54,907,500, of which $41,039,500 was
or four weeks of persuasio·n, but finally use of wine, but as she seldom tastes
gold; in the same year the Philadelphia
Green went to church. When he got anything but water she scarcely con·mint only coined $22,733,319, of which
back to luncheon a.t his hotel a large cir- siders the advice necessary. She says
,J10,892,800 was gold. In the fiscalyear
cle of friend$ sat solemnly awaiting hi;! she ou:;ht to make a. good housekeeper,
~nding Jtrne 30, 1885, the total gold
report.
"What church did you go toi" as a large Jlroportion of her vdl.mteer
to in age of the United States was $24, was the first question asked.
"I don't correspondents tell~ her how the White
861, 123, of which San Francisco coined
know, I'm sure," replied Green; ''it was House should be managed.-Baltimo·re
i20,857,500.
Philadelphia
and New
a brown church up on Third street." Sun.
Orleans coined most of the silver, apThey gathered from this that he had ~tparently because it was thought well to
A JJroon1.atlck
Selection.
tendcd old Trinity Episcopal.
"WeU,
give the mints at those places something
Said a patriarch to his daughter: "A
what did Y,OU think of it1" they continto do.
ued. "0, I'm not a good judge of place for everything, and everything in
A comparison of the coinage of the
churches," said Green; "haven't I told its place." Then to his son: "Select a
mints of the world will show how few
yoµ that I never was in \\ church before wife, my son, that will never step over a
of them approach San Francisco in the
The son was obed icnt to
in my life7 I don't know anything about broomstick."
volume of the gold eoinage. The folthem." "0, well," they persisted, "what the lesson. "Now," said he pleasantly
lowing are the figures for the last fiscal
did you think of this one, anyway?'• 011 a jolly holiday, to one of his guests,
yenr:
"Well," said he, "if you must have it, I "I appoint that broomstick to choose
Countries.
Gold Coinage.
thought
there was too much readir;g of m a wife. The young lady who will
.Mexico,
$ 328,638
111Jt step over it,
shall have the offer of
Great Britain,
11,309,819 the journal and too little genera.I debate.,,
my hand." They passed from the splen1'imes.
Germany,
•
13,'70.-'.l,494-l'roy
did salon, to the grove; some stumbled
AustrO:-Hungary.
1~244,9,5
An Absent Minded :Senator.
Sweden,
1,022,420
over the broomstick, and others passed
A Washington letter to the Cincinnati over 1t. At length, a young lady stooped
Spain, •
4,98.-3,004
Russia,
19,840,548
Commercial Gazette says: Some of the and put it in its place. The promise
s~n Francisco,
20,857,500 anecdotes about Senator Camden's
ab- was fulfilled; she became the wife of an
llow "ihe Mint" of the United States sentmindedness are amusing. The day
educated and wealthy young man, and
came to be located at Philadelphia is a before his daughter wa~ married to a
he the husband of a pmclent, rnclustn,tory of provincial
jealousy.
When young lieutenant in the army JIIr. Camous and lovely wonrnn. He brought a
Philadelphia lost the seat of govern- den was sitting at his desk writing. The
fortune to her and bhe knew how to save
ment her people refused to be consoled, Lieutenant camo in and spoke to him,
one.-St. Louis Magazine.
lllld W?re mutinous in their temper. To ancl Senator Camden conversed with him
pacify them it became necessary to give for a moment and the young man bowed
Re..-eni::e at Uic Alta.- U.ail.
them something, and the Mint was fiu- himself out. llir. Camden turned to a
There was a young man at Willcnhall,
~ ally settled upon as the peace-offering.
brother Senator ancl said: •''I have seen in Stafforclsliire, with a sense of humor.
[n point of fact it is sadly out of place. that young man before; do you know A year ago he offered his hand and heart
There is no silver or gold produced in or who he is?" "Yes," was the answer, to a local beauty; bHt "the lady declinccl
near Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia is not "he is the young man who is to marry the articles. The Staffordshire wooer
a great center of trade like New York. your daughter to-morrow."
Another vowed revenge. They say that any man
The bullion which is converted into time the Senator received and accepted can marry a woman if he is only persis~oin at tlie Philadelphia
Mint either an invitation to dinner at the house of tent enough. At any rate, this suitor
comesfrom the )Vest or from New York. Senator Gibson. A few days afterward managed to prevail over the obdurate
[t would be much simpler to coin it he found lying on his desk the invitation fair. She consented to the union. The
near the place of production or at the to the dinner.
•'See here, Frank," he banns were put up and everything done
place of distribution.
Bnt whenever it said to his private secretary; "here is an in proper style; and on the appointed
ia proposed to move the l\lint Pennsyl- invitation to Gibson's dinner. I must go day bridegroom and bride stood before
vania. is up in arm•. They regard it as right up there ancl apologize to the Sen- the altar.
But when the clcrgymao
the palla:lium of their sovereignty.
The ator for not attending. I forgot all about asked the former if he would have that
only thing• the Government can do is to it."
"But, Senator," said the private woman to be his wedded wife, he was
keep, the Philadelphia
Mmt going on secretary, "you went to the dinner. answered by an emphatic "no." That
odd jobs, but to do the real coina.o-e of Don't you remember I got the carriage was the bridegroom's \cturn "score" for
t.he country at San Francisco.
and saw y?u off?" '''Why, yes," ex- the damsel's haughtiness a year ago. It
This dty has always been used to a claimed the Senator. "I remember now. was effective, doubtless; but the exammetallic currency.
Long before the I was there. I am glad you mentioned ple is not to be commended for imitaUnited States had a mint here Moffitt & it. I would have made a bad blunder." tion. _It will become awkward if
Co. coined $5, $10 and $50 pieces for
churches arc to be used not only for the
Tile Mistakes ofLife.
Lhe convenience of the people, and they
solemnization of marriage, but for the
Somebody
has
condensed
the
mistakes
obtained a gencrai circulation.
When
public punishment of "lwvers' perjuries."
the Mint was established· the United ef life, and arrived at the conclusion -St. James's Gazette.
Most
States money drove out Moffitt's money, that there are fourteen of them.
A Scelety
t'or :ltlalden
Ladles,
and it fell to a discount of 10 to 20 per people would say, if they told the truth,
The Danes have a society unlike thlilse
cent. Feople would not take his five- .there was no limit to the mistakes of
dollar gold pieces for more than $4, ~r life; that they were like ihe drops in the of any other people we know. It is
his eagles for more than $8, though his oeean, or the sands o! the shore in num- known as "The Maiden Assurance SoHere ciety." Its aim is to provide for a class
coin was 1,000 fine, and the United bers but it is well to be accurate.
States only 900. But in a.11civilized then, are fourteen great mistakes: It is -single women of well-to-do families.
nations the power of coining money is a great mistake to set up our own stan- It shelters a.nd cares for them, and furdard of right and wrong, ancl judge nishes them with "pin. money." Its
regarded as au attribute of sovcreio-nty
As soon
md people could never feel certain° th~t people accordingly; to measure the en- methods arc thus described:
at some time or other Moffitt might not joyment of others by·our own; to ex- as a girl child is born to him the father
pect uniformity of opinion in this world; enrolls her name in a certain association
debase his currency.
Perhaps ·the most curious feature of a to look for judgment nnd experience in and pays a certain sum, and t.hereafter a
mint is the care which has to be taken youtli; to endeavor to mold all disposi- fixed sum to the society. When she has
to avoid a wastage of gold. Where tions alike; not to yield to immaterial reached the age of, we believe, 21, and
mormous quantities of gold are hauled trifles; to look for perfection in our own is not married, she becomJs entitled to a
lbout from room to room, melted and act10ns; to worry ourseives and others fixed income and to a suite of apartments
re-melted, rolled and re-rolled, filed and with what cannot be remedied, and not in a large building of the .asso.ciation,
to alleviate all that needs alleviation as with gardens and park about it, inhabitamped and chipped aud hammered,
there must of course be some loss by far as lies in our power; not to make al- ited by other y0ung or older ladies who
1
If her
friction. The employes of the mint do lowance for the infirmaties of others; to have thus !;>ecome members.
consider everythmg impossible that we father dies in her youth a.nd she desires
not grease their patms, as the old banker
ii.id, in order that every tim~ he received cannot perform; to believe • only what it, she has shelter in this building, and
1
_ or paid off a deposit a piece or two our finite minds can grasp; to expect to at a fixed time her own income. When
she dies or marries all this right to in1hould stick. Dnt in spite of their ut- be able to understand everything.
come lapses, and the money paid in
most care some particles of gold will
Let Her Sob.
swells the endowment of the association.
float into the air, and Jinally fetch tip in
First
Farmer.
''You
say
you
can't
Her father may pay for twenty years
the dirt.
To avoid loss from this
take
forty
dollrnrs
for
that
cow?"
and then her marriage cuts o:fI all ad1ource the most important floors arc
Second
Farmer.
"Can't
do
it."
vantages of the insurance. But this very
!overcd with an iron grating, which is
"But
yesterday
you
tole
me
you'd
sell
chance must enable the company to
>nly removed at intervals. All sweepcharge lower annual premiums, and make
ings, both from these rooms and, from her for forty dollars."
"I
know
I
did,
but
I'll
have
to
back
the burden less on the father insuring.
;he other rooms which are swept daily,
out."
He hM any way, the pleasant feeling
1re carefully preserved and treated like
"W'hat's the matter?"
that his small annual payments are in~ravel on a gold bar; that is to say, they
''You see that cow belongs to my
suring
his daughter's future, a.nd giving
ne washed for gold, with quite satiswife, and she says she will sob herself
her l\ comfortable home and inoome afiactory results.
At
regular
stated
into hysterics if I sell her. It would
ter he has gone. It is obvious that the
periods all carpets, gloves, aprons, etc.,
break her heart."
chances for marriage among n. given
ire burned, and the ashes carefully
"All rigl• t-it's no trade."
number of women can be calculated as
lifted for gold. The lust carpet which
"I say."
closely as those of death. The plan has
was taken up and burned had been on
"Well, what is iti"
worked well for generations in Copenfue :floor for seven years; it yielded no
"Make it forty-five dollars, and we'll
hagen. -Pltrenological Journal.
.:essa sum than $3300 in gold when it let her sob."
was burned. -San Francisco Gall.
In a Gcr1nn.11. Cool,ery•School.
To be Got Without Labor.
Schools of cookery are a comparatively
He Knew.
"A· man can get nothing without la••What is more awful to contemplate,"
bor," said a woman to a tramp who recent institution, and one of the firs~
Lid a lecturer, glaring ab:,ut him, •·than
declined to saw some wood in ex.::hange was establishccl in 1870 by two sisters
.named Kux at Hanover.
Before this
1he relentless power of the llfaelstrom?"
for a dinner.
"l kuow better than that," he replied time the Germa:i girls of the better
And a hen-pecked-looking
man in the
as he turned away; "he can get classes fini5hed their education in the
:ear of the bmldmg softly replied:
hung!·,-."
birrhcr branches oJ the culinarv art at
"Femalestrom."

MINT MATTERS.

--------

0

one of the. principal hotels or inns in
their Dative towns, after having been
taught the elements of cookery at home.
Since then the German Frauen Vereine
have undertaken the important task of
giving to girls of aU dasseo op portuni
ties to acquire a practical knowledge of
housewifery genercrally, and of cooking
especially. • The Hanover School of
Cookery commenced with a few pupils,
whose pa.rents resided in the town, but
"'isnow patronized by the best families of
the neighboring citi~s and provinces,
girls being sent thence even from distant
Saxony and Thuringia.
The course extends over four months
for amateur pupils, and over six m&nths
for professional cooks.
Each pupil has
to pay twenty marks (£1) per mi,nth for
instruction, and if desired cnn be nccommodatecl with board and lodging in
the private house of the Sisters Kux.
The latter superintend 1icrsonally the
instruction in the theory and practice of
cookery, with the aicl of the newest and
most approved kitchen ranges, Jaborsnving machines, nncl other appliances.
The dishes prepared at the school are
served at the dinner table of the pupils,
and single ladies residing in the town
may join the pension for the trifling
charge of sixpence. Families of good
social standing can also be supplied with
regular dinners at a fixed rate,aud many
avail themselves of this opportunity.
The school likewise prepares for the instruction of its pupils potted meat, as
well as preserves of various fruits and
vegetables, which fuid a ready sale.
Once a year an exhibition of choice
dishes takes place at the school, and
attracts crowds of lady visitors, because
it is an excellent opportunity for studying the progress of cookery in its practical and ornamental branches.
~·ashion

Notes.

The latest additions to the list of
greens are lizard, frog and cabbage.
New fringes arc very deep and heavy,
and the headings are of velvet and
beads.
Some new capotes have the brims
cleft, and one side strappecl back with
ribbon.
Vests of white brocaded sill~ or velvet
are to be worn ,vith dressy costumes of
black silk.
Roman sashes arc worn by young girls
and arc very effective with colored or
white costumes.
Pearl-headed pins are in great demand
for fastening th!! fashionable lace jabots
and Jooasin place.
Astrakhan and Persian lamb in gray
are used with green of a vivid shade
both in hats and bonnets.
Iron bangles have rather a barbnric
sound when dcscril>ed, but in reality
they are quite ornamental.
W1ought iron lamps are among the
newest things in this line, and are in
some cases very handsome and rich.

CLIPPINGS FOR!TIIEiClJlUOUS.
Sixty-five varieties
of lettuce are
known to horticulturists.
In 1438 letters were sopara.tely cut in
wood.
Glass windows were used in
England as early as the twelfth century.
' Glass mirrors wcro first used, spectar,Jes were invented and clocks made to
strike in the thirteenth century.
The steel pen, which everybody takes
to be a sort ot symbol of modern 'civilization, was known to the ancient Romans.
A window open a slight dist;mce at
both top a.ad bottom, and a chimney
draught also open, arc the only sure
ways of keeping pure air in a sleepingroom whose doord arc closed.
In Santa Clara County, Cal., there is a
1
rat, allied to the ground-nest making
species, which climbs small trees, and
makes a compact nest of twigs among
the branches.
A Chicago woman is attracting con•
sidcrablc attention by appearing on the
streets leading a big cat, c0vered ·with a
rose-plush blanket, and \rnariug a collar
on which arc little silver bells.
The "black stone of Mecca" is a colored stone contained in a. small oratory
of the temple of the Caaba at Mecca,
Arabia. It is held in the utmost veneration by the Mohammedans as having
been given by an angel to Abraham.
Father of his Cotmtry was an endeari'rlg name given to Washington by his
countrymen early in the history of the
Republic. This title was first given to
Cicero by the Roman senate becaU3e of
his zeal and courage in exposing the conspiracy of Catiline.
Speaking of the royal manner in which.
President Arthur entertained his successor on inauguration day, a ,v ashington correspondent reverts to the story
that John Adams packed •up his effects
and left Washing ton the night before
Jefferson was sworn in, and John Quincy
Adams was out hunting during the ceremonies which inaugurated
Gen. Jackson.

How .Charcoal is Made.
"Charcoal is duly appreciated by lazy
women," said a dealer in that commodity
to a Brooklyn Eagle reporter.
"With it
one can build a fire in five minutes. It
is cheap. I sell charcoal at $3 per
chaldron, but peddlers deal it out at
thirty-five cents per bushel. Yes, charcoal is a little dearer than coal, but then
the latter doesn't go so far or last as
long. '£he best charcoal used by tin
roofers or plumbers is made in the Cats
kills, or in the woods of New Jersey. It
is made in this way: A cord of wood is
placed in a cleared piece of ground, with
the sticks standing upright.
In the
middle a stake h driven. The fine and
coarse woods are. mixed close together so
as to make a firm pile. The whole is
covered with sods and earth. A fire is
Red slippers and red silk hose with a lighted in the centre of the pile and on
large red satin bow on the slipper fin- the top of which a hole is cut s(l.as to allow the smoke to escapD. The fire is
ishes a stylish and brilliant foot gear.
A bright red tulle costume with a cor- permitted • to smoulder for twelve o
sage of the same shade is to be worn by fifteen days, when the sod is taken off.
A cord of wood will turn out from
a brilliant brunette the coming season.
Tufted mull tulles and grenadines are twenty to thirty bushels of charcoal."
made up as brilliantly as possible. Two,
He Rallied on the Reserve.
three and four colors being introduced.
There is a section of Ohio known as
A bright copper color is being largely the Western Reserve. During the war a
used for trimmings in place of scarlet young man who enlisted there and went
and a reddish brown is taking the place to fight the battles of his country, being
of the seal shades.
discovered home without leave of absence,
Plat va.l is as popular as any thin was arrested and returned to his regifabric for party dresses for young girls, ment.
and is made up over colors, red being
"You are II deserter, sir," said his
the most stylish of all.
Colonel, sternly.
"I shall have you
Trained dresses have all the fullnese court-martialcd."
gathered into the back in wide gather$,
"Don't do that, Colonel," pleaded the
which are lined with stiff muslin to give soldier. "I was only obeying orders in
it the desired fullness.
going home."
"How is that?"
Silk beaver bonnets and hats are in
"Why, at the battle of -I heard
high cola-rs as well as black and white,
and are quite as stylish as any of fhe the order, 'Rally on the reserve,' and as
the Reserve is my home, I jes went up
newer sorts of head gear.
A substitute for the braid so Ion"0 used there to rally."
The soldier's wit saved him from very
for protecting the bottom of dress skirts
Sifting,
is leather cord applied upon an alpaca severe punishment.-1'eaxs

.

band. It is said to be very durable.
A Personal Application.
Mexican coins with the emblems left,
Husband-My
clear, that is a long
by a peculiar process, in relief, uiake motto you are working.
pretty brooches ancl bangle orniiments.
Wife-Yes, John.
Straight skirts, both gathered and
He reads on it:
plaited, are worn with corsages pointed
"While the lamp holds ont to hurn,
'fhe vilest sinner may return."
both back and front. The skirt is attached under the corsage, the plaits or
"ls it to be hung in the vestfunle of
shirring followmg tho outline of the the church, my dear?"
same.
"No, John; I'll hang it on the chan.
delier in the hall. "-Hm·per's Bazar.
The War of"'12."
"You say you were in the war of '12?"
Appreciative.
"Certainly."
Van Kobalt-Are
you singing any,
ol~;~nd yet you are only thirty yea.fl! l!ow Featherly?
Fcatherly (who ha.~ jnst been criti''You arc correct."
cising Van Kobalt's work very severely)
Very well; now, sir, I would lilce -No;
my doctor has forbidden it.
to know how you make that appear."
Van Kohalt-I
wish you would givo
'.'Why, you sec, there were eleven roe his adclrcss. I would like to know
others in the choir."
a physician of such public spirit. --Lif•
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A Woman's Portrait.
:Ble$ing she is; God. mnde her so,
And deeds of week-day ho!iness
Fall from her noiseless as tbe snow,
.For hllSshe ever chanced to know
That aught were easler than to bl.e!a
She is most fair, and thereunto
Her life doth rightly harmonize:
Feeling or thought that was not truo
Ne'er made less beautiful the blue,
Unclouded heaven of her eyes.

She is a wom~n; one in "horn
The spring-time of her childish year,
Hath never lost its fresh perfume.
Though )mowing well that life hath room
For many blights and many tears.
-.James

Bits.sell Loti·ell.

eatrng her much; tho second .Jad rumed
up the street to get chnngo for a ten doliar bill; and tho third was engaged in
m~tching an impossible shade of ribbon
for a youn,g lady .who was clcterniirrcd
not to be please(l with anything.
"C11rry!" shrilly signaled llfrs. Pickrell.
And our heroine advanced gallantly to
the rescue.
"What can I show yon r' she asked,
! imidly, of the new customer.
·'Silk, please,•· said the young man.
Alld when Catry perceived that he
was considerably more embarrassed than
herself, she took courage.
"What ·color?" said she. •
"I don't know," answered the customer--"that
is--I havc1ilt quite made
up my mind. P?rhaps you could suggest-"
"What is it for 1" Carry asked, with
mild toleration of his evident bewilderment; and at the same time she could
noti' help perceiving that he was very
handsome, with wavy black hair and and
<lark, liquid eyes, long lashes, and pleasant to look upon.
"For a dress."
"A drcssi But is it for- a young lady,
or an old one?"
''I don't know," acknowledged the
gentleman-"young-that
is, not old.
She can't be over forty.-To tell you the
truth"-and
he smiled in spite of hims2lf-"l've
ncvei"seen the lady. But she
is a cousin of mine, and I want to make
her ·a present."
"Yes, I undGrstand," said Carry. "Is
it to be black or colored?"
"What would you advise Y" said the
stranger, blindly clutching at Carry's
feminine counsel as a shipwrecked mariner muy be expected to cling to a floating spar.
"Blnck would perhaps be more suitable, seeing that you don't know the
lady's age or complexion," remarked
Carry.
"But blue and pink are such pretty
colors I" pleaded the dark-haired yoting
roan, looking longingly at the piles of
lustrous fabrics on the shelves.
"Yes," said Carry, growing interested; "but they are only suitable for a
very few occasions, while black is always
appropriate."
"I thought that only old ladies wore
black silk 1"
''Young ladies do, also," calmly asserted Ca1Ty.
"If you were se_lccting a dress," said
the stranger, in desperation,
"which'
color would you choose i"
"I w011ld choose seal brown," said
Carry, after a second or two. of deliber 1
ation.
'•Eh 1 should you? Show me sealbrown then, please," said the customer.
"It's a little grave, perhaps"---surveying
the shining folds, "but it's pretty, yes,
it's very pretty I How many yards now
does it take for a dress 1"
"I should think,"- said Carry, after a
se'cond interval of reflection, ''that fifteen yards might answer if it was economically cut."
"I don't know anything about econ•
omy,," said the young man; ''I want a
good allowance."
"Then I should recommend eighteen
yards," ad vised Carry;
'•Cut me off eighteen yards," said the
gentleman, promptly; "and put in the
linings and trimmings and all that sort
of thing, please-you'll
know what I
need, better than I do myself. And I
say-"
"SirV" said Carry, as he hesitated.
"Have you anything that would make
a nice present for an old gentleman, dq
you think?"
"A silk neck muffler1" sugg0$ted
Carry, her eyes running across the
shelves of the store, "or a pair of furlined gloves?"
"Capitall" &aid the customer.
"Put
•cm both in the parcel."
"Thank you, sir," said Carry. ""\Vhere
shall we send themi"
"Nowhere," answered the customer.
''I'll take them along myself, and then I
shall be sure that there is no mistake,
I'm a thousand times obliged to you
miss I''

:BEHINDTHE COUNTER.
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boiling for tea, and was slicing off some
canned corn beef, and "minding" the
toast before the fire at the sam.e time.
It looked cheery and pleasant; Carry
drew a long sigh of relief.
"How nice it is to be at home, Unc'a
·wolsey I" she cried.
"Do let me make
that toast! And, oh! it hasn't been
such a very hard day, after all. And
Mrs. Pickrell says I've made the best
sale she has had for a week. Such a
handsome young man. Uncle Wolsey I
and he treated mo as if I were a princess
instead of a working girl, and-"
"Stop, stop I'' said Uncle Wolsey,
pnusrng with the knife still in his hand.
"I've had a good-looking young mau
here, too, Carry. Needn't think you've
got a monopoly of the art.iclc. What do
you think of your poor mother's cousin
from the seal-fur •fishC1"ies in .Alaska?
And what do you think of his bringing
these things here as a present for you and
me-eh?"
Uncle Wolsey laid down the knife,
and carefu!Jy dusting his hands on the
roller-towel, drew forth from the bureau-drdwer a seal-brown silk dresspattcrn, and a pair of iur-lined
gloves,
wrapped around with a spotted silk neck
muffler.
"Why, Uncle
Wolsey-"
almost
shrieked Carry.
"What's the matterf" said the old
man. Ain't they pretty¥ Oughtn't
I
to have taken 'emi"
"I
"It's the very man," said Carry.
sold them to him this afternoon."
·'Hey?" said Uncle Wolsey.
"At the store,"
said Ca1Ty. Oh,
Uncle Wolsey! And is he really my
cousin? I am so glad.
"Glad of what? retorted a strong,
cheery voice, and in came the mysterious .stranger himself. "Why, I declare,"
he cried, if there isn't the little girl who
sold me the things to -day."
"Glad that you are my cousin," said
Carry, with a mischievous smile and a
low courtesy.
''Because-becausa
I
thought you were very pleasant and
kind-"
"And I thought---" said the stranger-.
"But no,I won't tell you what I thought.
How do you do cousinl"
''I am so glad you choso the seal
brown silk I" demurely observed Carry.
What should I have done wilh a blue or
a pink silk!"
"It would have looked very well on
you, "said the cousin meditatively eyeing
her, • 'blue would have matched your
eyes; pink, your cheeks."
''Just my sentiments," chuckled Uncle
Wolsey. "Come, roung folks-come;
tea is ready. And the toast is getting
cold."
Not until the visitor had taken his
leave did Uncle Wolsey, smoking his
pipe before the fire, impart to Can-y an
additional piece of news.
"What d'ye suppose Mr. Lennox told
me he came down to the States for,
Carry?"
"I'm sure I dou't know," said Carry,
innocently.
"To get him a wife!" said Uncle Wolsey.
•'Oh!" said Ca1Ty, shading her face
from the fl.re. "I am sure I hgpc he
will be successful!"
The three banged-hair young maidens
at Pickrell's Emporium subscribed to
buy a Bohemian glass cologne set for
carry W a11·rng for d' s wedd"mg present;
1
but they murmured much
among themselves becau,e this golden stratum of
luck had not come to them,
"We'r!l just a~_ pretty. as she," said
they; "and much prettier, some folks
would say. And why couldn't the [cus•
tomer have fallen to our lot?"
There are some questions which Cupid
alone can answer. A.nd he, the winged
rogue is obstinately silent.-Helen Fore81
Graves.

"My first day at the store I'' said Carry Waliingford, with a curious thrill
through her, as if an ice cold stream
were trickling down the line of her, spinal column. "Ob, I wish I were a rich
girl, ancl didn't have to work?"
"1-Vork is honorable, my child," said
old Uncle Wolsey, who, with his spectacles on his nose was trying to spell
through the illegible paragraphs of the
daily paper, muttering to himself that
"either they <lidn't print as good as they
used to, or else his old eyesight was failing."
"Yes, I know," fluttered Carry; "but
-but I'm very willing that !!Omeoneelse
11hould have the honor this time.''
Uncle Wolsey turned his glasses with
mild reproach upon his niece's pink-andwhitc balsam of a face.
"I wish I could be as brave as you,
Uncle Wolsey I" said Carry, as she tied
the crimson strings of her little capotc
under her 'round chin.
Old Wolsey Wallingford had sheltered
his little pet lamb by his hearth-fold all
her lifetime until now. He was a jeweler by trade, and he had kept his unpretenaing ~tore open ae long as possible.
But the tide of fashion went by, and left
him stranded on the unfrequented sidestreet, where the sign of the tarnished
silver watch attracted no further attention.
Ancl one dal, when he had set all day
in the window with his magnifying-glass,
woi-king at some impossible old timepiece, whose owner had died and never
called for it, the twilight crept darkly
over
his eyesight
and his heart.
He laid down his tools.
"A.I! day long," said he, "and never a
customer! Well-a-day I it is time for the
old man to shut up his store at last."
He went out and put up the wooden
shutters, with a heart that WM heavier
than they, and from that time thenceforward the wooden imitation of the silver watch swung no longer over the door.
Uncle Wolsey had been conquered in
life's battle, and had laid down his arms,
and now it was that Carry reluctantly
threw herself into the breach.
How could she let the dear old man
starvei A.nd Mr. Pickrell's fancy and
dry goods store on Sixth avenue was
really a very creditable establishment,
and Mrs. Pickrell herself had promised,
, from the severe heights of the cashier's
desk, to "keep an-eye" upon old Mr.
Walllngford's niece, and if her services
proved desirable, there was no sort of
doupt but that her salary would be increased in time.
So Carry buttoned up her sack, drew
on her neat lisle-thread gloves and took
the little basket, in which, wrapped in a
napkin, was packed her lunch of applepie and cheese, and went• forth to meet
her new career, little reckoning how
brief it was to be.
At first it was not very pleasant.
The
store was small and stuffy, with gorgeous
piles of cretonne and chintz at the door,
and festoons of laces, silk handkerchiefs
.ind colored jerseys flapping • against the
heads of the girls behind the counter, of
whom there were three besides Carrybold, high-voiced
damsels, who wore
The Law and the l'roftts.
their hair down over the bridge of their
Mrs. Sumpkin's oldest boy had _gone
noses and giggled incessantly.
West, and a friend of the family
Customers came and went, change was
was making some inquiries about him.
made and paper parcels expeditiously
"I understand John is an attorney,"
wrapped up.
he said.
Mr. Pickrell walked-the floor with his
"Yes, and
he got lots of busihands in his pockets, ordered away
ness," she answered~ with a mother's
small girls whose noses were flattened
pride.
"Not in the least," said Carry, with
"Is he a criminal lawyer¥"
too persistently against the windows outside, and smi-led beamingly on old ladies dignity.
A shadow fell upon the good old lady's
So the dark-eyed stranger with the face.
who stopped to examine the quality of
fur-trimmed coat departed, and Mrs.
"No, not yet," she said.
"Leastways
the chintzes and flannel suitings.
Mrs. Pickrell reprimanded the young Pickrell praised the young shop girl for he hain't told _me. But I'm afraid he
will be.
The law is so dreadful temptwomen with the banged hair for giggling the good sale she had made.
"): ou'll be a valuable hand in time," ing."
too loud when there were customers in
said
she.
"It
isn't
often
we
get
a
chance
the store, and called to Carry to "mind
Doubtful or the Outcome.
what she was about" when a box of rib- to sell a silk pattern like that. Folks
Life insurance agent (filling out appli-,
mostly go on Broadway foc their expenbons fell off the counter upon the floor.
cation)-Your
general health is good, is
Carry grew very weary, her head began sive dresses," she added, with a sigh.
it not1"
Carry
was
very
tired
when
she
Applicaut--"Nevcr had a sick day in
to ache, and she wondered how long it
came home in the frosty October dusk. my life."
would be before "shutting-up time."
The
store
did
not
close
until
ten,
but
the
.Ag_cut-' 'Um. You do not contemplate
At last a tall, brown-faced young man
came in, wel),ring a foreign-looking coat girls took turns, two by two, to stay af- entcnug upon any lrnzar4,ous unde-rtak-1
in"' I su )Ose?"
ter
rnnsct,
and
Carry's
turn
fortunately
trimmed with fur, and somehow beai-ing
0
•
- • Pl
"
.
A.ppllcant-:- Well, yes, I . am afraid I.
in hi~ aspect the indescribable stamp of did not come until the next night.
When
she
reached
home
Uncle
Wold
belonging to some other country.
do. I am gomg_t? get marrie Wednes..
One of the banged-haired nymphs wa11 sey had the lamp lighted and the kettle dav,"-Loaoell Citizen.
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A Secure Refnge for Criminals.
In the Island of Formosa nature herself has formed a fortified home for
bloodthirsty criminals. Formosa is an
island about ninety miles off the coast of

Roman Oandles as a Means of Defense China, from which country it is separated by the channel of Foiken.
It was
Against Indians,
unknown to the Chineso until the year
of 1403, and in 1634 the Dutch estab"One of my adventures, eh1" began lished a settlement there, but after 28
the book agent, as the othcn settled years of peaceful residence they were
into their scats more comfortably. "Well, expelled by the famous rebel Coxinga,
about eight years ago I carried a pack whose. successors ruled the island until
of novelties, such as you frequently soe 1683, when the Chinese took full possesexhibited on the street corners and pre- sion. Then the population was from
sided over by a sun-burned Italian. 2,000,000 to 3,000,000; now it has d winWith another mun and a young fellow died down to a little more than 190,000.
of eighteen I traveled through Kansas to ·Although only 250 miles long and 80
the Colorado line, selling and trading miles in breadth, n·othing is known-by
our wares to the Indians for anything civilized beings--of the interior portion,
marketable in tho cities .. About the time for it is inclosed by an enormous vol~f our arrival in the western part of cunic range, and it is within this that all
Kansas the memorable Indian outbreak the ~borigines now herd
together.
was terrorizing the countTy. From the These natives have a slender form,
south and west came reports of the ter- olive complexion, long hair, and blacken
rible outrages perpetrated
by the Indi- their teeth. They have no written lanans and greasers. Houses were burned, guage, and their religion is confined to
the inmates were killed instantly or tor- a superstitious befief in demons and 80rtured
to'
death
and
all
the cerers. No wonder then that they are
cattle were driven off
and scat- easily governed by some of the more adtered. You may be sure I felt eonsider- vanced descendants of the rebel Coxinga,
11.blesolicitude conc(J'ning the safety of many of whom have taken up their
my little party, and took extra precau- abode with them, and a wild and des•
tions to find secluded spots when camp- p~rate life they lead. They tak!;l advaning. Of course, under the conditions, tllge of the asylum offered by this belt
I deemed it advisable to get out of the of country 'to .make organized LXpedineighborhood immediately.
To do so tions therefrom for purposes of ,Pillage,
we found it neceseary to pass through and even go so far as to arrange defen•
the country most lil~ely to be infested sive operations against the dwellers Oil.
by straggling bands of Indian~.
De- the seacoast as a pretext for~the levying
spite the rioks we determined
to make money. More than 1000 cases of murder
the attempt.
After a long, hard day's arc committed by thyse peo:iilc every
tramp we encamped for the night in one year, and the Chinese authorities are
of those small canyons so prevalent in completely set at defiance.
•
western Kansas. It was an excellent
The mountainous nature of the counplace, too.
Our backs were effectually try and the large numbers to be dealt
protected by a natural cave in the side with preclude all success of the Chinese
of the bank, the entrance to which was soldiera against :hem. The brigands
concealed by brush and tall grass. Sam, know every loophole, and can get outthe boy of the party, was an unusually side, whereas the others are unable to
bright young fellow and very familiar find their way in. The policy of the
with the tactics of Indian warfare. Just present governor of Formosa seems to be
before lying down
I noticed him to draw all the natives outside and away
untying a good-sized bundle of sticks from their associates. This plan has
resembling short broom- handles.
He partly succeeded, but there are still at
placed them in easy reach and tumbled
leabt 100,000 natives leagued with brig•
down to sleep.
I had also noticed him ancts, and nature's lofty volcanic walls
fumbling
around
the
bushes
a still remain a fortress impossible to storm,
short
time
before,
but
didn't but easily held by thes~ red-handed des•
pay
much attention to his actions. peradoes.-San
Francisco Call.
The other fellow and myself concluded
A Great Poultry Farm.
not to set a guard, as we were in such
There is a poultry farm of. 8000 Plyan JXCellent place. I don't know how
long we had slept when we were awak- mouth Rocks, at Lancaster, Mass. Mr.
ened by Sam, shaking us slightly and Hawkins, its owner, calcubtes to have
about 8000 fowls every fall, and carrie$
whispering:
,
" 'Be quick now, the Indians are get- over 2500 laying hens through the winter.
ting ready to slip in on us.'"
His farm contains twenty-five acres, and
"By this time we were both wrdc his poultry buildings an acre and a half.
awake ready with our rifles.'"
These comprise six or seven sheds, 200
"'Listen,' whisperccl Sam. ; 'hear the feet in length. Each shed is divided
dirty scamps slipping up. Put down into apartments of 12x20 feet, and about
the rifles. I've got something better.'
twenty-five hens arc kept in each divi•"He handed us each four of the sticks sion. A yard is made in front of each
mentioned, remarking:
apartment.
" 'Them' a roman candles. I've got a pile
Mr. Hawkil.llSbelieves th~t if confined
of whoppers along, and I think we can scare poultry have their wants attended to
these scamps clean out· o' their hides.'
they will dd as well as if allowed free
"I caught the idea in a moment and range. He bases this belief on several
strained by ears to listen for further actual tests. In hatching time ho sets
demonstrations from the attacking party. two hundred hens in one day, and puts
We could hear them creeping here and five hundred eggs in an incubator, which
there through
the
bushes, scarcely is due to heitch on the same day, the
a noise, but easily distinguished in the ch-ickens fro~ which will be distributed
!lilcnce of the night.
among two hundred hens. His sales of
• "'Now,'
whispered Sam, 'take two fowls and eggs for hatching at fancy
in each hand I'll light them.'
prices are large, about ninety per cent.
"Suiting the action to the word, he being profit. He also has a standing
contrived to light them in rapid suc- order for sixty• to ninety dozen of eggs
cession. Then we turned them into the daily, for which he gets the highest marbushes, and, heavens, what a sight ket priee. Mr. HawkJns began at th&
was revealed as the candles flashed. age of twenty-one with one hundred
A.bout fifty villainous-looking
sav- hens, and by careful management and
ages and
greasers
were
stooping economy his business has enlarged se
and creeping along toward us.
At that at the age of twenty-eight he has a
The poultry
the first flash they stopped as if spell- very handsome income.
bound.
We turned them
so the manure is quite an item. He aold last
green and white balls would strike year five hundred barrels at $1.50 per
them in their faces. The candles were barrel.-li'a1·m and Fire$de.
tremendous affairs, and eight or ten of
Americans Who Catch Titles.
them popping away apparently indeIt has become provcruial for American
pendent of human aid was enough to
terrprize any one. Our assailants wa- girls to marry titled foreigners, but it is
vered a moment, thc-n with a terrible very rare that an American young man
yeil, bounded away toward high ground wins the h,eart and hand of a titled
It was indeed accomplished
as if the devil himself was in pursuit. European.
We <:ould hear them scramble up the in the case of 11:fr.Ashmead. Bartlett, but
was so old
hillside, mount their horses and gallop then Lady Burdett-Coutts
away. Sam afterward explained that he and the groom so young that the conhad brought the canclles along as a side tracting parties could not be held respeculation, and he also explained that sponsible for their acts. But the recent
he had arranged a system of strings marriage of Mr. IIaro:d W. Pearsall
among the bushes so that no one could with the daughter of the Marquis Origo,
approach very close without meeting the King Humbert's master of the horse,
obstruction and alarming him. It is presents a good example of a noble
needless to state that we reached safo family of the old world allying itself
Mr.
ground in due time without further mo- with republican stock in the new.
Pearsall's stepfather is Count R~ssc, who
lestation. "-Omaha Herald.
'rcshles in a charming villa in the beauA Funny Story.
tiful environs of Florence.
His mother,
"H· 1 h I h 1" 1.. h d D l
h
. a. a. a. aug e
um_ey as e Countess R~ssc, is the daughter of Mrs.
finished a long chestnut. "Capitahto:ry,
Elizabeth B. Phelps of New York, a
e1, Featherlyr'
lady of a large wealth and still larger
••Yes," replied_ Featherly, "it's good views on all questions pertaining to
eYCrtime, 1)11,mley; good every time." socilll progresg.-(N.
Y. Star.
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NEW ENGLAND.

The body of the late Olive1· Sleeper,who
it is supposed had been one of the victims
of Mrs. Robinson, the alleged Somerville
The Franklin County Agricultural Soci- poi_soner, was exhumed to-day at Mt. Aue~ contemplates an ~xpenditure_of_not less burn and the internal organs were given
This
than $r ,ooo the com mg season 10 improv- to medical experts for examination.
is the seventh body that has been disining its fair grounds, ruildings, etc.
terred for the same purpose, and in the
The new shovel handle factory promises
to be quite a henefit to the business pros- other fix large quantities of arsenic have
perity of Wilton.
The proprietor, G. W. been found. If the arsenic is fount! in
will conRussell, has been in the business many Sleeper's body the investigation
It has
years and thoroughly understands
all the tinue and others will be exhumed.
detail~. He employs from ro to 15 men been alleged that Mrs. Robinson poisoned
of
and gives to farmers and land owners a Sleeper in order to obtain possession
some of his property, and it is ~tated that
ready cash market for their surplus ash.
at the coming trial of the woman some
John F. Appleton Post G. A. R., of
new and astounding
revelations
are exFarmington, has paid out $85 for the relief of poor and sick comrades and their pected.
The Boston and New York Rubber Co.,
families the year past. The Post has reBoston, A. Randolph,
manager,
has asceived 13 new members the last year and
signed.
Liabilities $16,000, assets nomihas lost one, transferred.
nally $ 1 4,000.
During the great fire at Farmington
"rhe Pittsfield.
~fass., selectmen plead
Miss Sadie E. Gay of that town met with not guilty to the charge of illegal jury
the loss of a handsome silk quilt.
The drawing.
quilt formed a part of the Maine exhibit at
The Barnes boys, liquor spotters, who
the New Orleans Exposition and received
were detected taking bribes from liquor
many flattering remarks from visitors.
A
dealers in Newport, R. I., and fled from
week or two ago she wrote to Mrs. Clevethe State, h:we been heard from at Toronland at \Vashington of her loss, and a few to.
days later received a courteous reply, exMonda~· afternoon
Louis CaJTon was
pressing sympathy and inclosing a piece
committed in default of $rooo bail, for fir,
of blue ribbon which she said was used to
ing a hut in a logging camp near Turkey
tie the bouquet she carried at the Presi- Pond, N. H.
dent's New Year's reception.
Several towns in Vermont have four and
Henry R. F"uller, a noted 'Rangeley
one-fourth
feet of snow on a level.
guide, says that Grant Pond, in Township
The convention
of the Y. M. C. A. of
3, Range 6, in the northwestern
part of
Franklin county, has two outlets-one
in- New England Colleges will be held with
Yale Febru·ny 18th, 19th and 20th.
to Dead River, thence to the Kennebec,
The western express on the Fitchburg
and one into the Kennebago, thence to the
Androscoggin and Merrymeeting Bay. If Railr9ac! due in Boston at 3 p. m., was
this is true quite a large section of Maine wrecked Saturday afternoon about 4 o'clock
at Westminster
by a broken rail west of
is an island.
the depot at the switch causing derailment.
It is likely that some kind of an industry
of three Pullms.n
will be established at Jay Bridge Falls next The train consisted
spring.
The water privilege is owned by sleepers, passenger cvach, smoker and baggage
car.
The
engine,
baggage car a nd
A. Record.
one sleeper went over the rail safely, but
Iloward T. Blackstone,
the defaulting
bank clerk of the Canal National Hank, the sleeper "Ladoga" was completely overturned and ran a distance of one-eighth of
was arrested at Winnepeg,
Wednesday
night, on charge of forgery, by C. M. a mile on its side. The sleeper "NewcasvVormell, the Bethel, Me., detective and tle" was smashed in at the forward end.
St. Paul detectives.
Wormell tracked him The passenger coach was twisted sidewa_vs
by following his wife from Portland
to of the track, the smoker clinging to the
Six freight cars on the side tra<:k
Manitoba.
He went under the alias of track.
were sent over on their sides, and the two
Cox.
main tracks are completely blockaded.
It
Rev. E. C. Goodwin of Bryant's
Pond,
is miraculous that no one was seriously inMe., has accepted a call to the pastorate
th
jured; but beyond a few slight. bruises
e
of the Baptist church in Stratford, which
passengers escaped.
is located in Coos village.
This is the onJohn G. Mead has been appointed postly Baptift church in Coos county.
master of Northwood Center, N. H.
Charles Welch of Monmouth,
who has
The wooden building on l3uffum's wharf,
been in the employ of the Gardiner Tool Lynn, Mass., occupied by :\1elcher & SpinCompany, and more recently night watch ney, rubber manufacturers,
was burned
on the canal at the Knickerbocker ice house Saturday morning.
Loss, $5.000; insured.
at Farmingdale, was suddenly ,nissed by
his coI'11panion Sunday night, his horse,
with which he was at work keeping the
Earthquake shocks were felt Monday at
canal open, being ,een standing
alone. Montpelier, 76 miles west of Marseilles,
Welch had fallen into an opening, where and at several other tow.is in the south of
the swift currei.t carried him under the ice, France.

MAINE.

OTTAWA, Ont., Jan. 12.
Some few months ago there was great
interest felt in the case of Robert Evan
Sproul~, an American citizen who was
tried for murder in British Columbia and
after a short trial found guilty and sentenced to be hanged.
His conviction was
had purely upon circumstantial
evidence.
After conviction
certain legal objections
were raiseLl, one being that the court which
tried him had no jurisdiction.
The provincial supreme court refused this objection and the case then came before the full
bench of the supreme court here, when the
objection Was held to be good and the discharge of the accused was ordered unconditionally.
This order the s-heriff refused
to recognize, and on the 2 8th of Septemter last Sproule was executed in spite of
the protestation of Secretary Bayard. Since
then certain eYidence has come ~o light
which pr0Yes conclusively
that Sproule
was innocent, and a large number of sworn
affidavits to this effect have been furnished. Frank Sproule, brother of the deceased and administrator
of his estate, ha.(>begun suit here against the province of British Columbia for the sum of $50,000 damages on account of the illegal hanging of
the accused.
Eminent counsel have been
engaged, and it appears as though the attorney-general and the sheriff of that prov-

Lowell& Lowell
1Vill make their Second

--OF--

IN CANl~ON,
At the Sto~eof AbbieC.Bicknell,
On

ince will soon regret the hasty and coldblooded action then taken.
One strange
thing in connection
with tht! case is that
on the very day that Sproule was executed

THURSDAY,
Jan.
20,

a gentleman residing in Boston died bequeathing
him $8o,ooo.
This fact was
made known to the prisoner just before he
went on to the gallows.
The mine which
Sproule owned was recently sold for $35, •
ooo. The affair create~ some little interest
through Dominion regal circles.
Sproule
was a native of Maine.

For One Week.
'\Ve are corning here to sell these garments and we shall
make sneh LO'~V P1. ..ices that any one intending to buy a
Cloak will find this the best opportunity ever offered to the
ladies of Canton and vicinity. It will pay yon to buy a garment of us evP-n if you do not wear it till next t-eason.
"' e want money, and if you want a Cloak we will be
pleased to exchange with you. Our stock consists 0f

Mexico.
S. S. Marble, President
elect of the
Maine Senate, was born in Dixfield; son
of Ephraim and Hannah Marble who Jived
where Mr. Toothaker now does in the vii!age. His father was a harness maker.
Sebastian taught school in the village and
elsewhere;
"studied
Jaw" with Lawyer
Stacy who at one time practiced in Dixfield, living in a house burned about 1850,
standing where George Holt's house now
is. Mr. Stacy mored to Wilton I think
anp died there.
His widow Mr. Marble
married.
She was _the daughter of one El!is formerly living at Canton Point, and
afterwards became the wife of John Kelsey.
Mr. Kelsey fell down stair, in his hotel a.t
Mexico in 1861, and lived only a few hours
after the fall.
CYPHER.

Rumford

PLUSH
CLOAKS,
NEWMARKETS,
JAC,ETS
YIRAPS,
FURTRIMMINGS
& MUFFS.
All first-class goods and warranted to fit. Remember
the place and date. Only
One Week.,
so improve this
golden opportunity.
Yours,
LOWELL & LOWELL.

Falls.

HEBRON
ACADEMY.

The West Peru dramatic club is winning
its way and gathering honors.
The" Hid1
den Hand" was presented to a ful 1 house
a week ago Thursday eve at the hall in Peru, and at Rumford Centre Wednesday eve
to the gratification of those in atte1,dance.
The Spring 'l'erm of this venerable inIt was a rattlin~ play and replete with fine
stitution of learning will open
situations.
The Ladies Ai\! meets at C. F. Wheeler's,
A grand good
without a cry-all muffled against the cold,
It is reported that several persons were Tuesday evening next.
time is anticipated.
as he was-being
hea rd • The body will• killed and wounded, in an election riot, at
The m('etings at \Vyman school house
probably never be found.
Ile was about Patras, S., nday.
are changed from Friday to Wednesday
40 years of age and leaves two children.
Under the old board of Instructors.
Re-inforcements
have been sent from evenings.
Rev. Mr. Lovejoy' wears well
Farmers in the second Congressional
Constantinople
to Crete, an outbreak and washes well.
He has a remarkable
THE
BOSTON
HERALD
district, composed of Androscoggin,
Ox- against Turkish authority being feared.
1
gift and is a good "feller,"
or would be 1fl
W. E. SARGENT, A. M.,
ford, Franklin,
Sagadahoc,
Lincoln and
A party of masked men took a colored he would only give u·s poor reprobates the
THE LEADINGNEWSPAPER,
Knox counties, can obtain new specimens
Principal.
prisoner from a constable Saturday eve- ghost of a chance af,er passing the Rubi-of seeds, oats, corn, etc., from the AgriculGreek, Latin, Rhetoric and Ancient History.
ning near Greenville, Ga., and after giving con of death.
_,
JOHN. ·,,Largest
Bona Fide Circulation
tural Department
by sending a postal to
him trial, sentenced him to death and
•
any paper
in New England.
MISS NELLY L. ~HITMAN,
Congressman Dingley at Washington,
inWhen the eyes become weak or the lids·
A.LL THE
LATEST
:NEWS.
dicating their wishes in the matter.
Such hanged him to a tree.
Preceptress.
Gen. W. B. Hazen, Chief Signal Officer inflamed and sore, a disordered system or
Mathematics and Book-Keeping.
farmers as prefer the forth-coming Rt!port
U. S. A., died at vVashington, at 8 o'clock a scrofulous condition of the blood is indiof U. S. Department
of Agriculture
for
Sunday evening.
Ile had been ill since cated, for which Ayer's Sarsaparilla is the
1886 (which will be published
late next
The undersigned having been restored GEO. P. PHENIX, A. B.,
Thursday, but no danger was apprehended.
best remedy.
It invigorates and ~italizes
Sciences, French and Latin.
spring) instead of seeds, will be accommoto health by simple means, after suffering
Boodler
l\lcQ,yade
was
roken
to
Sing
the
blood
and
expels
a11
humors.
for several years with a severe lung affecdated, so far as the number to he distribuAssistant.
MELLIE
E. JORDAN,
1ion,
and
that
dread
disease
Comumption,
Sing,Jan.
17th.
------~-ted will permit, by addressing
Congressis anxious to make known, to his fellow
English Department,
man Dingley.
The intention
is to send
Saturday the New York police stopped C~~~ ~~;r~~~~
~~i.d~~~ f~:/i~eth~! sufferers the means of cure. To those who
desire it, he will cheerfully send (free of
one copy to each school district, so far as the selling of pools on the New Orleans paper.
charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
they will go.
races.
Every department of instruction is ably
which they will find a sure cure for ConThe State penitentiary at Frankfort,Ky.,
sumption, Asthma., Ca.hrrh, Btonchiti.s and filled by teachers of much experience.
The railroad moyement that prevails in
all
throat
and
lung
Ma.la.0.les.
He
hopes
The prisonThe 'rrnstees, fully awake to our needs,
the eastern part of the State appears to al- was burned Saturday night.
all sufferers will try his Remedy, as it is have appropriated
a liberal sum of monso prevail in Cumberland
county, for the ers were taken out. Loss, $65,000; insurinvaluable.
Those desiring the prescripance,
$8,000.
ey for furnishing
apparatu~
and chemipeople living between Sebago Lake and
Apples,
1.25 l,") 3.00 tion, which will cost them nothing, and
of Physics and
Mechanic Falls have had a petition preClifford Block, Denver, Col., was burn- Barley,
.60 l,") .87 may prove a blessing, will i1\ease address, cals for the departments
1.80 l,") 1.90 REv. EDWARD A. WILSON, Williamsburg,
Chemistry.
sented to the Legislature
for a charter for ed Saturday afternoon.
Total loss, $126,- Beans-Pea,
1y52
-Yellow
Eyes,
1.65 l,") .1.70 King's County, New York.
a railro-id from near the o_utlet of Sebago ooo; insurance, $ro1.ooo.
There are three courses of study: Col-Lima,
2. 15 l,") 2.40
having been cured lege, Classical and English.
Lake through the townsofWindham,RaySpecial atBeef, per bbl.
6.oo p 7.00
A tornado passed through Washington
,
of
Nervous
prostramond, Casco, Poland and Minot, to Me- county, Alabama, Thursday morning, do- :-Choice Family,
9.50 l,") ro.50
tion, Semi11al Weakness, Premature
De- tention is given to teachers who come to
-Hams,
2
J.00
l,")
22.00
chanic Falls. This road is probably in- ing much damage to .timber, especially in
prepare themselves in particular branch-Tongues,
20.00 l,") 21.00 cay. and all the evil effects of early indistended for an extension of the Bumford
cretion and yout!Jfnl folly. is anxious to es. Of the courses
of stctdy each is
the turpentine orchard.
No one was hurt. Butter-lump,
.25 tl
.38 make known to others the· simple mode
equally impo1-tant to the one choosing it,
Falls and Buckfield road which now is de-Creamery,
.2.5 '!;> ·3.5 of self-cur('.
To those who wish and
pendent upon the Grand Trunk railroad
Friday afternoon a d_isastrous prairie fire -Dairy,
.22 l,") .28
and
thorough
work
will
be done in each.
he will
.ro½ :i;:, .14 will give him their symptoms,
for an outlet from Oxford county.
That . occurred about five miles north of Taylor, Cheese-factory,
send (free) by r<'tnrn mail a copy of the
Catalogues sent to any writing to Rev.
-Sage,
.14
l,")
.15
road has been agitating for a long time the Texas.
Mr. McFadden had 300 acres_ of
C. E. Harden,
L. Packard, Sec .. or the
Corn,
.56 l,") .58 recipe so SLIC~Pssfully used in his ease.
matter of an extension from Mechanic Falls pasture
and fencing destroyed.
Five Coffee-Rio,
Andress rn confidence,
JAMES
W.
.
I
M
'l'h
b
1
.17 l,") .21¼ PINKNEY,
42 Cedar St .. N. y_
ly52
. Pnn., -Iebron, __e.
e a ove namec
t9 some point nearer Portland.
Such an thousand head of sheep were surrounded
-Java,
• 2 3½ l,")
.33½
,
,
•
persons will gladly and promptly answer
extension will also be beneficial to the Og- by the fire, 500 of which were killed and Eggs,
.30 tl
·34
any letters asking questions concerning
Flour-extras,
3.25 l,") 4.75
dens burg railroad because it would at once the rest more or less injured.
~st. Louis,
4.75 l,") 500
Our ten cent Trial Trip offer closed last rooms, board, etc.
upon its completion become an important
Mc~iade
is an ,unlucky dog. He was -New Process,
5.45 tl 5 6o June, since which time we have had freM E SA"GENT A M p •
•
. IO l,")
.II
feeder for• that road, _sending its freights born on J~nuary 13. He lived at 313 \Vest Hams,
quent calls for a similar offer. We now
WILLIA
•
""
• • ·• rin.
.13 l,") .16 m9;ke the following offer :-To any person Hebron Academy, Jan. 14, 1887.
east via Portland, and west via the Notch. 13th street.
His "Combine"
consisted of Honey-comb,
(3t3)
-Extracted,
.05
l,")
.66
wlio
has
not
been
a
reader
of
the
TELEThere will probably ·be some opposition to 13 _alderman. The Broadway
franchise
Hops. '86,
.25 l,") .30 PHONE witf\in t_he,past two years, we will
1
the granting of the charter, but in case it -~_as scild. on June 13. Ile was arrested on Lard.
.074 b" .08 send the paper on trial Six MoNTHS FOR
pf a~f (:R:E~e°n~
O.
should be refused the extension could be April 13: Ilis lawyer handed up to the M.olasses-N.
.32 l,") ·.5.5 50 CTS. PAfD IN ADVANCE~and promptly
st
"mp, :L r~l~~ttwWr ~:~~e~
Oats,
·43 tl
.48 stop when time expires.
built under the general law, after obtain- court 13 exceptions.
His name_, Arthur
TAN,
FRECKLES,
PIMPLES,
Pork, pbl.
13.50 l,") 16.00
E. N. CARVER, Pub'r.
BLOTCHES,
BLACK HEADS, ETc., leaving
ing consent of the railroad commissiorn:rs.
l\ko.i,tad~, has 13 letters in it.
-Salt Pork. per lb.
the skin soft, clear and beautiful.
.07 V
.07½
The Rumford Falls and Buckfield railroad
Mr. Gladstone is reported to have receiv- Potatoes, bbl.
1.50 l,") 2.00
Totch with this compound the soft lily cheek,
.o6 l,") .07
And the bright glow will best its virtues speak.
have had other surveys niade ~t .various ed $r ,250 for his "Locksley Hall" article Sugar.
~;li~~~~~~rh~~I~llg ~iine
Tea-CJolong,
.20 l,") .75 actt 3i1~1~r~~\~' ~·~~;;l~t\a:
times looking to ·a· connection with the in The Nineteenth
Century.
It was writ~ooms
finis~ed
below;
water
at
sin)c.
For
terms
a.nJ
-Japan,
.20
l,")
.50
~l~~lrn~~:ci~~ds
~~:f~~d~~~~fu
particulars
apply
at
Canton
llouse,
to
Maine Central railroad.
·- •
ten in three days.
-Eng.
Breakf.
.rs l,") .6o.
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Feb.1,1887,
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